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Comrade Bordiga's Report on Fascism 
I will deal with the question raised by Comrade Radek 

yesterday as to the attitude of the Commumst Party towards 
fascism. 

Our comrade critized the attitude of our Party on the 
question of Fascism, which is the dominant political question in 
Italy. He critized our point of view-our alleged point of view
which is supposed to consist of a desire tQ have a small party 
and to limit the consideration of all questions solely to the 
,aspect of Party organization and their immediate imp0rtance, 
without going any farther into the larger questions at issue. 

I will try to be brief, on account of the time limit, with 
these few remarks I will start my report. 

The Origin of the fascist Movement. 
The origin of ihe Fascist movement may be traced back 

to the years 1914-1915, to the period which preceded the inter .. 
\'ention of Italy in the world war, when the foundation for this 
movement was laid down by the groups which supported inter
vention. From a political point of view, these groups were made 
up of several tendencies. There was a group of the right, ied by 
Salaudra and the big industrialists, which were interested in 
the war and which had even supported the war against the 
Entente before the decision to fight on the side of the Entente. 
On the other hand, there are also the tendencies of the left wing 
of the bourgeoisie, the Italian radicals, i. e., the democrats of the 
left, the republicans who had been by tradition in favour of 
liberating Trieste and Trento. Finally, the interventionist move
ment included also certain elements of the proletarian movement: 
revolutionary syndicalists and anarchists. From ·a point of view 
o1 personalities, it is worth mentioning that the movement was 
joined by the leader of the Left Wing of the Socialist Party, 
Mussolini-the manager of "Avanti ". 

It may be stated approximately, that the Centre groups 
did not participate in the formation of the fascist movement, 
but returned to their· traditional bourgeois political parties. The 
cmly groups which remained were those of the extreme Right 
and those of the extreme Left, i. e., <)he ex-anarchists, the ex
syndicalists and former revolutionary syndicalists. 

These political groups which in May 1915 scored a big 
Yictory in forcing Italy into the war, against the will of the 
majority of the country and even of parliament lost their in
fluence when the war was brought to a close. Already during 
ihe war one could foresee the inevitable waning of the influence 
of the interventionists. 

They had represented the war as a very easy enterprise, 
and when the war became prolonged, they lost their popularity. 
Indeed, one might. doubt whether they were ever popular. 

In the period that followed immediately after the war, 
we saw the influence os these groups reduced lo a minimum. 

From the end of 1918 to the first half of 1920, the period 
of demobilization and slump, this political tendency was com
pletely defeated owing to discontent caused by the consequences 
of the war. 

Neveriheless, from the viewpoint of political organizatiOJ; 
we may connect the origin of the movement which seemed sc 
insignificant at first with ihe formidable movement which we 
see to-day. 

The "fasci di combattimento ", did not disband. Mussolini 
remained the leader of the fascist movement, and their paper 
" 11 Popolo d'ltalia ", continued to be published. 

At the elecjions in Milan in October 1919, the Fascish 
were compleiely defeaied, in spite of having their daily news
paper and their political chief. They obtained a ridiculously low 
number of votes; nevertheless, they continued their activities. 

The proletarian revolutionary :tnd socialist movement which 
was considerably sirengthened by the revolutionary enthusiasm 
of the masses after the war, did not make full use of the 
favourable situation, for reasons I need not go into now. 

The revolutionary tendencies lacked the backing of. a revo
lutionary organization and of a party that would lend them 
permanence' and stability, and thus the favourable psychological 
and obiective circums'ances were not utilized. I do not assert
as Comrade Zinoviev accused me of saying-that the Socialist 
Party could bring about the revolution in Italy, but at least it 
ought to have been capable of solidly organizing ihe revolu
tionary forces of the working masses. It proved unequal to 
the task. 

We have seen how the anti-war Socialist tendency has 
lost the popularity which it enjoyed in Italy. 

To the extent that the Socialist movement failed to take 
advantage of the situation and the crisis in social life in Italy, 
the opposite movement of fascism began to grow. 

Fascism benefited above all by the crisis which ensued 
in the economic situation and the influence of which was begun 
to be felt in the labor organizations. 

Thus the fascist movement at a most trying period found 
support in the D' Annunzio expedition ·to Fiume. The Fiume 
expedition in a sense gave to fascism its moral support, and 
even the backing of its organization and iis armed forces, 
although the D' Annunzio movement and the fascist movement 
were not the same thing. . 

We have spoken. of the attitude oi the .P!~letar!an s?cialist 
movement· the Internailonal has repeatedly cn1Icized 1ls mtstakes. 
The conse'quence of these m:stakes was a complete change in the 
state of mind of the bourgeoisie and the other classes. The 
proletariat became disorg~nized and demor~li~ed: In view of 
the Failure to win the VIctory that was w1thm Its grasp, the 
state of mind of the working· class changed considf'rably. que 
might say that in 1919 and in the first half of 1920 the .Italian 
bourgeoisie to a certain extent became resigned to t)le tdea of 
having to see the trium!Jh of the revolution. The !111ddle class 
and the petty bourgeoisie were ready to play a passive nart, not 
in the wake of the big bourgeoisie, but in !he wake o1 the prole
tariat which was to march on to viciory. 
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This state of mind bas undergone a complete change. 
Instead of submitting to a vict<lry of the proletariat, we see on 
the contraTy Jtow the bourgeoisie is organized for defence. 

The middle class became discontented when it saw that the 
Socialist Party was unable to ~rganize. in sue~ a manner as. to 
gain the upper harid; and losmg .conf~dence m the proletanan 
movement, it turned to the oppos1te s1de. 

It was then that the capitalist offensive of the bourgeoisie 
started. This offensive was to a certain extent the result of 
canable exploitation of the state of mind of the middle class. 
Fa'scilm by reason of its heterogeneous character offered a 
solution of.the problem, and f~~ this rea.son i~ w!ls chosen to lead 
this offensive of the bourgeoiSie and of capttahsm. 

·The Italian -example is a classical one for the capitalist 
offensive. It represents, as Comrade Radek told us yesterday 
from this platform, a complex phenomenon which should be con
sidered not only from the standpoint of reduced wages and longer 
hours but also. from the general standpoint of J.)olitical and 
milita'ry action of the l::ourgeoisie against the working class. 

In Italy during the period of the development of Facism 
we saw all tlie manitestations of the capitalist offensive. 

Our Communist Party- from the moment of its inception, 
consistently criticised the situation and pointed out the necessity 
of united defense again~>t the bourgeois offensive. It advocated 
a united proletarian plan of defence against this offensive. 

To get a full view of the capitalist offensive, we must 
examine the situation itt its various aspects, in t~ industrial as 
well a!' in the agrarian field. ~ .. 

In the industrial field the cafitalist offensive ·itt the first 
place exploits the direct effects o · the economic- crisis. The 
economic crisis caused the shutting down of a number of factories, 
and the employers had the opportunity of discharging the more 
extreme elements of the organized workers. The industrial crisis 
furnished the employets with a good pretext for cutting down 
wages and taking back the disciplinary and moral concessions 
whtch they had been forced to make to the factory workers. 

At the beginning of this crisis we saw in Italy the forma
tion of a Oeneral Confederation of Industry, an association of 
the employing class which took the lead in this fight against the 
workers and submitted every individual employer to their dis
cipline. In the large cities it is impossible to start the fight 
against the workin~. class by the immediate use of violence. The 
workers or the dhes ate generally' organized in groups; they 
can easily gather in a large mass and put up a serious resistance. 
The employers therefore started by provoking the proletariat into 
actions th:.~t ·were bound to e11d unfavourably for them, because 
tho: economic struggle in the industrial field was to transport 
the activity of the movement from the trade unions to the revolu
titmary domain, under the dictates of a political party which was 
really L"'nlmunist; but the Sociaiis! Party was nothing of the sort. ~ 

·. ·· At the decisi"e moment of the situation the Socialist Partv 
proved illcapablc of giving a revolutionary lead to the action of 
tbe Jtaliatt prolctartat. The neriod of the great success of the 
Imtian labor organization in the fight for the amelioration of 
the workers' condttions gave place to the new period'in which the 
strikes became defensive strikes on the part of the working class, 
and de(eeats became the order of the day. 

At the same time the revolutionary movement of the 
agrarian classes and what is os great importaece, the agricultural 
labourers and other peasant elements which are not completely 
proletarian, compel~ed the ruling classes to seek a way, a means 
of combatting the influence acquired by the Red organizations in 
the rural districts. · ~ 
. ; ; . In a great part of Italy, the most important agricultural 
dtsttncts of the Po valley, a state of affairs prevailed which 
closely resembled a local dicatorship of the proletariat or of the 
RI'o~p~ of agricultural labourers. The communes, captured by the 
Soctahst Party at the close of 1920 carried on a policv of imposing 
local taxes o~ the agrarian uourgeoisie and the middle class. The 
trade unions flourished, very important co-operative organizations 
and numerous sections of the Socialist Party grew up. t:ven in 
those places oWhere the movement was in the hands of men who 
'Were reformists, by instinct; the working class movement in the 
rural districts took a definite revolutionary trend. The employers 
~ere even forced to deposit .sums of money to gurantee the carry
mg out of. the. agreements Imposed by the trade union struggle. 

A sttuahoiJ was rea~hed where the agricultural bourgeoisie 
could no longer hve on thetr estates and had to seek refuge in the 
cities. 

Certain ermrs were committed by the Italian socialists 
eslpecially on the question of occupyin~ the vacated lands and 
the tend~cy of tne small farm~rs who after the war began to buy 
lip land m order to become b1g proprietors. . 

T~e reformist organizations compelled these small farmers 
to remam somewhat the slaves of the movement of the agri-

cultural laborers, and in this situation the fascist movement 
managed to find important mppert. · 

In the domain of agricitlture there was no crisis of such 
dimensions that would enable the landed proprietors to wage a 
successful counter-offensive on the basis of the simJ,>Ie economic 
struggles of the laborers. It was here thrat the FasCJsti began to 
introduce.. their methods of physical violence, of armed brutal 
force, finding support in the rural proprietor class and exploit
ing the discontent created among the agricultural middle classes 
by the blunders of the Socialist Party and the ref~rmists. Fascism 
benefited also by the general situation which daily increased tHe 
discontent among all these groups of petty-bourgeois and petty
merchants, ·Of petty. proprietors and returned soldiers, of ex-of
ficiers disappointed in their lot after the glories of war. 

All .these elements .were exploited and organized, and this 
was the beginning of this movement of destruction of the Red 
organizations in the rural districts of Italy. 

The method employed by Fascism is rather peculiar. 
Having got together all the demobilised elements which could 
find no place for themselves in post-war society, it made full use 
of their military experience. Fascism be~an to form its military 
organizations, not in the big industrial Ctcies; but in those which 
may be consi.dered as the capitals of Italian agricultural regions. 
like Bologna and Fwrence, thanks to support of the State autho
rities of whom we will yet speak later on. The Fascists possessed. 
arms, means of transportation, assured immunity of the law, and 
they took advantage of these favourable conditions while they 
were still, less numerou~ th~ their revolutionary adversa.r!es. 

· The mode of achon IS somewhat as folows. They mvade 
a little country place, they destroy .the headquarters of the prole
tarian or~anizations, they force the municipal council to resiga 
at the pomt of the bayonet, they would assauU 0( murder those 
who opposed them or, at best, force them to quit the c!istrict. The 
local workers were powerless to resist such a concentration of 
armed forces backed by the police. The local fa~ist groups which 
oould not previously fight by themselves against the proletariaa 
forces haye now become the masters of the situatiol", because the 
local workers and peasants have been terrorized and were afraid 
of ta•king any action for fear that the Fascist expedition miglat 
return with even greater forces at their command. 

Facism thus· proceeded to the conquest of a dominant ~ 
sition in Italian politics in a sort of terrttorial camnaign, whtcla 
might be traced on a map. 

The Fascist campaign started out from Bologna, where ia. 
September--October 1922 a socialist administration was the oc
casion for a great mobilisation of the red, forces. 

• Severaf in.cidents took place: the meeting of the municipal 
council was broken up by provocation from without. Shots w~re 
fired at the bem:hes occupied by the bourgeois minoritv, probably 
by some agents -provocateurs. 

That wi3.S the first grand attack made by the Fascisti. 
From ' now on militant reaction overran the countrr, 

putting the tor~h to proletarian clubs. and maltreating_ thetr 
leaders. In their dastardly work they enJoyed the full backmg of 
the police and the .authorities. The terror started at Bologna Oil 
the historic date of November 21, ~920, when the Municipal 
Council of Bologna was prevented by violence from ;,:suming its 
powers. · · 

From Bologna Fascism moved along a route which we 
cannot outline ~ere in detail, but we .may say tl.tat it went in two 
chief geographical directions, on the one k;md towards the in- < 

dustrial triangle of the Nord-West, viz. Milan, Turin and Genoa; 
and on the other hand towards Toscana and the Centre of Italy, 
in order to encircle and lay siege fo the Capital. It was clear 
from the outset that the South. of Italy could not give birth to a 
Fascist movement any more lhan tQ. a great socia •. _: movelrieiJ.f. 

Fascism is so little of a movement of the backwr · d part 
of the bourgeoisie Lar it could not make its first appearance ia 
Southern Italy, but rather in those districts where the proletariaa 
movement was more developed and the class struggle was more 
in evidence. 

HavinJ' just described the prime elemets of Fascism, how 
are we to mterpret the Fascist movement? Is it purely aa 
agrarian . movt:m.ent. T~at we would not ;;ay1 altliough .tile 
moVIement- ong1nated 10 the rural distncts. Fasctslll 
could not be considered as the independent movement 
of a single group of the bourgeoisie, · as the orl{aniza
tion of the agrarian interests in opposition to the industnal ca
pitalists., Besides, Fascism has formed its political as well as 
military organization also in the large cities, even in those pro
vinces where it' had to ·confine its violent actions to the rural 
districts. 

We have seen it in the Italian parliament, where the 
Fascists formed a parliamentary faction after having precipitated 
the parliamentary elections of 1921, which did not prevent the 
forma!ion of an agrarian party independently qf .the Fascisti. 



. . -. Durit~lt- recent eve~~ts we. have seen that .. the industrial 
employers have suppo~ the Fascisti. · · A deciding factor in 
the new situation wall. furnished by. a recent declaration of the 
General. Conf~eration of Industry in favour· of entrusting to 
MussoUni the formati9n of a new Cabin¢ · 

But a more striking phenomenon in this respect is the 
appearance of · {ascis( Syooicalism. · 

· The Fascists have taken advantage of the fact, which we 
already mentioned, that the socialists never. had an agrarian 
policy and that the interests of certain elements of the country
side which are not purely proletarian are in opposition to those 
of the socialists. · · 

: Fascism was an arlt}ed movement which employed all 
methods of the most brutal VIolence. It also knew how to employ 
tqe most callous methods of demogogy. The Fascisti endeavoured 
to form ~ass organizations among the peasants and even among 
the agricultural labourers. In a certain sense it even opposed the 
landlords; we have examples of the syndicalist strU!"I!"Ie, led by 
Fa~cisti, which resembled greatly the old methods of Red orgam
zatton. 

We cannot consider this Fascist syndicalism, which works 
through the use of force and terror, as an anti-capitalist struggle, 
but neither can we on the other hand draw the conclusion that 
Fascism, in an immediate sense i~ a movement of the agricultural 
employers. The fact is that Fascism is a great united movement 
of the dominant class, which is capable of using for its final 
aims any and all means, martial interests, and the local anterests 
of certam groups of employers, agricultural and industrial. 

- The proletariat has not properly understood the necessity 
of form~n~. a united. sing!~ org!lnization for the common struggle, , 
by sacrtf1cmg the Immediate mteres·ts of small groups.· It has 
not yet. succeeded. in. solvin~ this problem. T~e ruling cla~s 
created an orgamzahon which should defend Its power; th1s 
organization was -complekly in its hands and it followed the plan 
of the capitalist anti-proletarian offensive. · . 
· Fascism participated in unionism. Why? In order to 

take part in the class struggle? Never! The Fasci~ti took part 
in the union. movement, saying all economic interests have the 
right to orgamze; one can form associations of workers, peasants, 
business men, capitalists, land owners, etc. They- can organize 
oh. the same principle. But all organizationos should, in their 
a-ctivities be suborainate to. the national interest, -national pro-
duction, national pr~tige, etc. , . 
· This is nothing but a class truce, and not a class struggle. 

All in.terests are directed towards a· certain national unity. This 
national unity-is nothing more than the counter revolutionary 
ronservation of the bourgeois state and its institutions. In the 
make-up of Fascism, I believe that we can count three principal 
factors! the state, the capitalist class, and the middle class. The 
State is the priniipal constituent of Fascism. · 
· · The news of the successive government crioses in Italy have 

led one· to believe that ihe Italian capialist class possessed a 
State apparatus which was so unstable that it could be made to 
fall at one bk>w. ~ 
· This· is not at· all the case. Just at· the period when its 

State apparatus was consolidated, the Italian bourgeoisie formed 
'the Fascist organization. 

In the period immediately folowing the war, the Italian 
State underwent a crisis. Demobilization was the obvious reason 
for this crisis. N embers of those who had taken pM"t in the 
war wei:e suddenly thrown into the Labor market, and at this 
critical period, the State machine, which had previously been 
organized to its highest pitch to resist the foreign enemy, now 
had suddenly to transform itself into the defensive machinery 
guarding capitalist interests~ against internal revolution. This 
1s a formidable task for the bourgeoisie. · They could not solve 
this pro~lem of the st:uggle against the_p~ole!~riat in a military 
or techmcal manner; 1t had to be done by political means. 
· Therefore we see the radical ~overnment of the post-war 
period; that of Nitti and that of GiohtH. 

It was just the policy of these two politicians which 
rendered the s_ubseauent yictory of Fasc~sm mevi~able. They 
started by makmg conce~stons to the workmg ctass m the perioa 
when the State mechamsm had to be consolidated. Fascism 
came afterwards; the Fascist criticism of this government which 
they accuse of cowardice in the face of the revolutiona~ies, is 
mec.ely demogogic rhetoric. ' 
' As a matter of fact, the Fascist victory has been possible 
precisely because of the first cabinets of the pre-war period. 
. Nitti and Giolitti made certain concessions to the working 
class. They acceeded to certain demands of. the Socialiost Party: 
!iemobilizahon, a democratic regime and amnesty for deserters. 
They made these con_ cessions in order to gain time to re-establish 
'their State on a solid- basis. It was Nitti who org~tnized the· 
"R()yat Guard" an. organization not purely of the police type, buf · 
'of the new type, the militarists .. Orie of the great errors of the .. 

- > ... • .. 

. t)i)i) .· 

reformist socialist~ _was i!l no~· having considered a fundamental 
probl~ . the queshon Whith they could . even. have presented Ott 
con~~!tuhonal groun~s, th~ fact that the State. was -:orming an 
aux1hary army .. ~hts po1_nt was not grasped by the socialisls 
who regard~ 1fttb as the man with w~o~ they could very well 
collaborate m a Left Government. · Th1•s IS one more proof of 
the fundamental incapacity of this Party to understantl. the deve-
k>pment of Italian politics. . . . 

· Giolitti completed the labors of Nitti. It was Bonomi 
~inister of \Yar in the Giolitti cabi~, who fost~red the begin~ 
nmg of Fasc1~m; he ~laced at the disposal of th1s young move
~nt demobo.hse~ offict;rs who, although ~entered into civil 
hf~ .. were shll tn · receipt of a large portion ot their army 
salanes. ~ 

· · He placed at the di•sposal of the Fascisti the State machine 
in as large a measure as possible. He gave them every possible 
facility for organizing the1r fighting forces. . -

The government realized that it would be a formidable 
error to enga~e in a real struggle in the period when the 
armed proletarrat occupied the factories and the agricultural 
pr~letariat showed signs of being about to seize the Crown la1.ds. 

. This government which had done the preliminary organi
zatiOn . work of that reactionary force with which they desired 
one day to destroy the proletarian movement, was aided in its 
strategy by the treacherous leaders of the General Federation 
of Labor, who were then members of the Socialist Party. By 
con~ding ih~ law of Workers' Control, which has never been 
applied .0! even voted, the government was able to reestablis~1 
the stabthty of the bourgeois State. 

; The proletariat was seizing the worksops and th;.. landed 
estates. The Sociallsl Party once more, failed to brin~ about 
united action of tl·.e industrial proletariat and peasants. And il 
is:precisely .this inability to secure united action which enabled 
the master class to achieve counter-revolutionary unity and so 
d~feat the industrial workers on the one hand, and the agri
cultural workers on the other. 

As we see1 the State has played the primary role in the 
development of tne Fascist Movement. _ 

After the Nitti, Giolliti and Bonomi governments, we i.ad 
the Facta Cabinet. This was a type of government intended to 
cover up the complete liberty of action of Fascism in its expan
sion over the whole country. During the strike in Aug;ust 1922, · 
several conflicts took place between the workers and the Fascisti, 
which later were openly aided by the government.· One can 
quote the example of Bari. During a whole week of fighting, 
the Fascisti, iit full force, were unable to defeat the Bari 
workers, who had retired into the working class quarters of the 
old citf and who defended themselves by arrr :d force. The 
Fascisb were forced to reterat leaving several of their number 
on the field. But what did the FaCta government do? During 
the night they surrounded the old town with thousands of soldiers 
and hundreds of carribineers of the Royal Guard. In the har
bour, a torpedo boat trained its guns, armoured cars and 
cannons. The workers were taken by surprise during their sleep; 
the proletarian leaders were assaulted; labour headquarters 
were O<lCupied. This was the case throughout the country. Wherever 
Fascism had·lxen beaten back by the workers, the pow<.-r of the 
State intervened; workers who resisted were shot down; workers, 
who were guilty of noth4ng but self-defence, were arrested and 
sentenced; while the magistrates systematically' acquitted the 
f.ascisti who were generally known to have. commited 
innummerable crimes. 

Thus, the State is the main factor. 
The second factor in the development of Fasci::;m is, .:u; 

I have already said, the great capitalists of industry, fin.mce antl 
commerce, and also the large landed proprietors, who had au 
o.bvious interest in ~he formati9n of a combative organization 
which would support their attack upon the workers. 

Bt•l. a third· factor has· also had a very important influE'nce 
on th£ formation of the forces of Fascism. 
· In order to form _an illegal reactionary organization out· 

!!ide of the State, one is compelled to recruit other elemcnis than 
those belonging merely to the highest circles of the dominant 
dass. They gained the help of these elements by appt'aling- to 
t1iose sections of the middle class of which we ha11e spoken. and, 
~n order to draw them into their ranks, endeavoured to express 
their interests. One must confess that FasCism has well under
stood how to do this, ~and has well succeeded ih so doing. They 
gained the assistance of elements belenging to strata only just 
~boves. the proletari_at,. and eyen~ a,mong~ t~os.e ~uffering from t~e 
effects of the war--all those petty bourgeo1s, seriti-bourgeo1s, 
6-:adesmen, ~tnd obove all those in'tellectual elements of the bour
geois youth -~hich, in adheri~g· to Fascism disciJYered in this 
~t.ru,ggle. agaU1llt. th.e _prolett!lnat,. a. new. energy~· and the .exulta
tion of patriotism· and Italian inlperialism. !fftey brought to 
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Fascism a considerable contribution, in supplying it with those 
human elements necessary for its mili.taristic organi~ation. 

~~ hese are the three factors whtch have perrmtted our ad
ver'saries to confront us with a movement of which we may de
nounce its ferocity and brutality but in which we mu~t ne•,er
theless recognize an organizational solidarit,y ~s well as the 
political intelligence of its leaders. The Soctahst Party never 
understood the importance of this growing antagonistic move
ment. The "Avanti" never understood what the bourgeoisie 
was preparing by profiting . from t~e criminal errors of }h~ 
working class leaders.. They dtd not wtsh .t~ deno.unce M~~sohm, 
fearing that by so d01ng they would be glVlng htm pubhctty. 

We uderstand then, that Fascism is not a m.w political 
doctrine. It has, however, a strong political and mihtary organi
zation, a considerable press conducted with a good C:::al of jour
nalistic ability. But there is no semblance of a program; and now 
that they have arrived at the control of the State, they find 
themselves confronteJ by concrete problems and are forced to 
apply themselves to .. 1e organization of social economy. Now 
that they have to pass from negative to positive activities, despite 
the strength of their organization they commence to show their 
weakness. 

We have examined the historical and social factors influ
encing the birth of the Fascist movement. We shall now discuss 
the fascist ideology and the program by which this movement, 
has drawn to it the various adherents folowin~ it. · 

Our criticism leads us to the concluston that in reality 
Fascism has added nothing new to the ideology and traditional 
program of the bourgeois politics. Its superority and orgi
nality consist only in its organization, its discipline and its 

. leadership. Behind this formidable political and militarist appa
ratus, there looms a problem which it cannot solve, namely the 
economic crisis which will continually renew the reasons for 
revolution. It is impossilbe for Fascism to reorganize the bour
geois economic machine. They do not know how to find the way 
out from the economic anarchy of the capitalist svstem. And 
they endeavour to carry on another fight, which is the struggle 

I against political anarchy, the anarchy of the organization of the 
master class in political parties. The stratificatiOn of the Italirn 
master class has always thrown up certain political groups, 
which did not base themselves on soundly organized parties, and 
which have been continually engaged in struggles among them
selves. This was above all the political reflex of the private and 
local interests, competition between professional politicians in the 
field of parliamentary backstairs and intrigue. The bourgeois 
counter-revolutionary offensive has dictated to the bourgeois 
class the necessity of achieving unity of action in the social 
strug·gle and the parliamentary field. Fascism is the realization 
of this. Placing itself above all the traditional bour~eois parties, 
it is gradually sapping their membership, replacmg them in 
their functions and-thanks to the mistakes of the prolatarian 
movement-is including in its political crusade the human ele
ments of the middle class. But it cannot construct an ideology, 
nor a concrete program of social reforms, which shall surpass 
that of the traditional bourgeois policies, which have· been bank
rupted a thousand times. 

The critical part of Fascist doctrine has no great 
nlue. It is anti-soctalist and also anti-democratic. So far as 
anti-socialism is concerned, it is obvious that Fascism is the 
movement of all anti-proletarian forces, and that it must there
fore declare itself against all socialistic or semi-socialistic tenden
cies, without being able to present any new justification of the 
system of private ownership unless it be the well-used one of 
the alleged failure of communism in Russia. But their criticism 
of the democratic regime-that it has not been able to combat 
revolutionary and anti-national tendencies-and that therefore it 
should be replaced by the Fascist State, is nothing more than a 
senseless phrase. 

. Fas~ism;-is not a tenden~y of the Right wing bourgeoisie, 
V.:h~ch, basn~g Itself upo~ the anstocrats, the clergy, and the high 
CIVIl ~nd. military functwnaries, is to replace the democracy of a 
cons!Itutwnat monarchy by a monarchic despotism. In reality. 
Fasctsm . conducts its counter-revolutionary struggle by means 
of an alliance of all bourgeois elements, and for this reason it is 
not absolutely necessary for it to destroy democratic institutions. 
Fr01~ the Marxian point of view, this fact need by no means be 
considered paradoxtcal, as we know well that the democratic 
system ~s nothing m?re than a ~caf~olding of false guarantees, 
erected m order to htde the dommatwn of the ruling class over 
ihe proletariat. 

At the same time, Fascism uses both reactionary violence 
and those demagogic sophistries by which the liberal bourgeoisie 
has always deceived the proletariat while assuring the supre
macy of capitalist interests. 

When the Fascisti turned from their alleged criticism of 
liberal Democracy to proclaim to us their positive conception, 

in~p~red by pa!riotic exultation and a~opceptioil of. the pistorical 
mtsston of thelf country1 they based 1t upon an htstotiCal myth 
which has no basis in tact, if one considers the gravity of the 
economic crisis which exists in this Italy, fasely ai:lled 11 the victo
rious" •. In their methods of influencing the mob, we see nothing 
more than an imitation of the classical attitude of bourgeois de
moracy: the conception that all interests must .be subordinated 
to that of national supremacy, which is nothing more than the 
collaboration of classes, and 1s a means of protecting bourgeois 
institution against the revolutionary attacks of the proletariat. 

A new feature which Fascism has revealed, is the organisa
tion of the bourgeois governmental machine. Recent Italian 
Parliamentary development would make-us believe that one was in 
the presence of such a crisis in the evolution of the bourgeois 
State machine that one more .blow would have shattered it. In 
reality we were only faced by a critical period of change in bour
geois governmental matters, due to the importance of the old 
political groupings and of the traditional Italian politicians in 
conducting the counter-revolutionary struggle in a profoundly 
disturbing situation. 

Fascism has constructed the organ capable of fulfilling this 
role, if placed at the head of the state. . 

. But when the Fascisti wish to place, side by side with their 
negative anti-proletarian campaign, a positive program and 
concrete proposals for the reorganisation of the economic life of 
the country and the administration of the State, they were only 
able to repeat the banal platitudes ol traditional democracy 
and even oi social-democracy. They have furnished us with no 
trace of an orignal and co-ordinated program. 

For example, they have always said that the Fascist pro
gram advocates a reduction of the State bureaucracy, starting 
from above, with a reduction in the number of ministers, and ex
tending into all the branches of the administration. Now it is 
true that Mussolini has withdrawn the special train usually alloted 
to the Premier, .but on the other hand he has augmented the 
num'Jer of cabinet ministers and of the assistant secretaries of the 
State, in order to give jobs to his legionaries. 

Fascism, after having t~porarily adopted republicanism 
finally rallied to the strictest monarchist loyalism; and after 
having loudly and constantt, cried out against parliamentary cor. 
ruption, it has now completely accepted conventional parliamen
tary procedure. 

They departed so far from the tendencies of pure reaction, 
that they even made use of syndicalism. In their congress at 
Rome in 192t1 where they made almost ridiculous attempts at 
formulting thetr doctrines, they endeavoured to explain Fascist 
syndicalism theoretically as being the supremacy of the move
ment of the more intellectual categories among the workers. But 
even this theory has been full,y denied by their practice, which 
~ees their trade union orgamzatio~ upon the use of physical 
vtolence and the "closed shop'' sanctioned by the employers, with 
the object of breaking up the revolutionary trade unions. Fas
cism has not, been able to extend its power m those organizations 
where there is the least amount of thtt tedtnical specialization of 
labor which faci!Hates the control of the job. Their methods 
have had some success anrong agricultural workers and certain 
sections of the less skilled city workers, such as for example, the 
dock workers, without having attained success in the more ad
vanced and intelligent sections of the proletariat. It has not even 
given a new impulse to the organization of office workers 
and metal workers. There is no substantial theory ot 
Fascist syndicalism. The Fasdst program is a Confused 
mixture of ideas and of bourgeois and petty bourgeois de
mands; and the systematic use of violence against the proletariat 
does not prevent them from making use of the opportunist methods 
of social democracy. '. 

One proof of this is contained in the attitude of the Italian 
reformists, whose policy, during a certain time, appeared to be 
dominated by an anti-Fascist principle and by the illusion of form
ing a bourgeois-pFoletarian coalition government against the 
Fascisti, hut wlw at present have rallied to the support of 
triumphant Fascism. This combination is not paradoxical; it 
bas been produced by a series of events, and there were many 
early incidents which made it easy to foresee this alliance. One 
may mention for instance, the d' Annunzio movement, which on the 
one side is rdated to Fascism, and on the other, endeavours tCJ 
attract to itself working class organizations on the basis of the 
program of Vienna which claimed to have a labor, or even 
socialistic, basis. 

I have still to deal with the recent events in Italy on which 
the Congress expects to be thoroughly informed. 

Recent events. Our delegation left Italy before the last 
eve~ts took place, and up till now has nor r~cetved proper infor
matiOn about them. 

Last night a comrade delegated by ihe Central Committee, 
arrived here and gave us the necessary mformation. I vouch fot 
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the bona fide character of the news which we received, and I will 
put them before you. 

. A-;; previously stated the · Facta Government enabled the 
fascisti to carry out their policy on a verr large scale. I will 
only give one illustration of this: viz-the fact that the popular 
Italian Catholic Peasant's Party which was strongly represented 

"in the Cabinets that followed each other in rapid succession did 
not prevent the Fascisti from continuing a struggle against the 
organizati~s the members and the institutions of this Party. 
The existing government was only a sham government which did 
nothing to prevent the advance of Fascism towards power, an 
advance which we have defined as purely territorial and 
geographical. 

In fact the government was preparing the ground. How
ever, the situation was developing. Another ministerial crisis 
arose. Facta's resignation was demanded. The last elections had 
resulted in a Parliamentary situation which made it impossible to 
sec.ure a working majority br the old methods of the traditional 
bourgeois parties. It was always said that the "Giant Liberal 
Party" was in power in Italy. It was not a Party in the true sense 
of the word, and it never 'existed as an actual Party; it had no 
party organisations and was only a conglomeration of cliques 
grouped around certain politicians, of the North or of the South, 
or of cliques of the industrial or agricultural 'OOurgeoisie in the 
hands of professional politicians. 1 he ensemble of these parlia
mentarians was in fact the centre of all the parliamentary com
binations. 

Well, the time bad come when Fascism had to choose be
tween puttin~ an end to the .situation or experiencing a very serious 
internal crists. The question of organization had also to be con
sidered. Means had to be found to provide for the needs of the 
Fascist movement and to keep it up financially. These means were 
to a great extent provided by the employing class, and as it seems, 
also by foreign governments. France has given money to the 
Mussolini group. At a secret session of the French Chamber a 
budget was considered which comprised considerable . sums of 
money handed over to Mussolini in 1915. Documents of that kind 
came to the notice of. the. Socialist Party, which did not care to 
take any notice of them at the time, saying that Mussolini was 
a beaten man. · 

The Italian Government has facilitated the task of the Fas
cisti, for instance, by allowing its bands to use the railways free 
of charge. Nevertheless, the enormous expense in connection with 
the Fascist movement compelled its leaders to assume power as the 
real government of the country. They could not wait for new elec
tions in spite of the certainty of success. 

The Fascisti have already a strong political organization. 
They number 300.000, and claim even larger numbers. They 
could have conquered through "democracy", if they had not been 
obliged to accelerate the process. 

On October 24 th, a National Fascist Council was held in 
Naples. Everyone knows at present that this event, which was 
advertised in the entire bourgeois press, was only a manreuvre to 
divert the general attention from the "Coup d'Etat". At a given 
moment the parliamentarians were told: "Cut short your debates, 
there are more important things to do, every man to his post"! 
This was the beginning of the Fascist mobilization. It was 0<:
tober 26th, and everything was still quiet in the Capital. 

Facta boo announced his determination not to resign before 
at least another meeting of the Chamber, in ·order not to offend 
against the traditional procedure. However, in spite of this de
claration, he handed in his resignation to the King. 

Negotiations were started for the purpose of forming a 
new Cabinet. The Fascisti were marching on Rome, the centre 
of their activity. They were especially active in the centre, in 
'ruscany. They were not interfered with. 

Salandra was summoned to form a new Cabinet. In order 
to countenance Fascism he was expected to refuse to form a 
Government. 

At this time it was quite possible that the Fascist armies 
would have behaved like brigands and would have pillaged and 
destroyed everything in the towns as well as in the rural districts 
even against the will of their chiefs, if satisfaction had not been 
given them by calling Mussolini to power. 

Then there came a period when public opinion was rather 
pertubed. The Facta Government decided to procla·im Martial 
Law.~ Martial law was proclaimed, and a collision between the 
forces of the State and the Fa'Scist forces was expected to take 
place. For a whole day, public opinion awaited developments. 
Our comrades were very sceptical about such a possibility. 

The Fascisti did not meet whkh any serious resistance 
~nyw~e_re,. but there was a certai';l feeling iJ1 the army :which 
was Inimical to them. The soldters were ready to fire at 
Die Fascisti while most of the officers were for them. 

. 
. The King refused to sign. the proclam!ltion of martial law,· 

- wh.ch was tan;-.mount to accephng the conditions of the rasctsit 
who wrote in the "Populo D'ltalia": In order to obtain a legal 
solution it is only necessary to ask Mussolini to form a new 
Cabinet". If this is not done, we shall march on Rome". A 
few hours after the declaration of martial law was revoked, it 
was known that Mussolini was on the way ·to Rome. The 
military defences were already prepared, advance forces were 
concentrated and the town was surrounded with barbed wire 
entanglements. However, an agreement was arrived at, and oit 
October 31 st the Fascisti entered Rome triumphantly and 
peacefully. 

Mussolini formed the new Cabinet, whose composition you 
know. The Fascist Party which had only 34 seats in Parliament, 
had an absolute majority in th:s Government. · 

Mussolini reserved for himself the position of President of 
the Council and the portofolios of the Ministry o.f the Interior and 
of Foreign Affairs. 

The other important portfolios were divid.ed among the 
members of the Fascist Party. 

In the other Ministries the Fascisti oceupied im• 
portant posts. 

However, as the severance from the traditional parties was 
not complete, the Cabinet comprised also two representatives of 
the Social Democracy, viz. Left bourgeois elements and alsO 
liberals of the Right and one adherent of Giolitti. During the 
war, we had General Diaz, Admiral Thaon de Revel at the 
Admiralty, both of them representatives of the monarchy. 

The Populist Party which carried great weight in the 
Chamber, was very clever in its compromise with Mussolini. 
Under the pretext that the official organs of the Party could not 
meet in Rome, it deputed to. a semi-official. assembly of some of 
the Party's parliamentarians, the responsibility to accept Musso
lini's offers. 

Some concessions were at least obtained from the latter, 
and the press of the Populist Party was able to announce that the 
new Government had not produced many changes in the electoral 
system and in parliamentary representation. 

The compromise was extended to the Social Democrats. At 
one time it was thought that the reformist socialist Baldazi would 
join the Cabinet. Mussolini was clever enough to approach him 
through one of his lieutenants, and after Baldazi had declared that 
he· would be very pleased to occupy such a post, Mussolini 
represented the whole affair as a personal demarche of one of his 
friends, for which he would not take any responsibility. This is 
how it came about that Baldazi did not enter the Cabinet. 

If Mussolini had not accepted a representative of the 
reformist General Federation of Labor, it is princinallv because 
the Right elements in the Cabinet are opposed to it. But Mussolini 
thinks that he must eventually have a representative of this 
organization in his "great National Coalition" now that he has 
become independant of all revolutionary political parties. · 

We can see in those events a compromise between the 
traditional '10litical cliques and various sections of the ruling 
class, landed proprietors, financial and industrial capitalists, who 
are rallying to the new State regime, which has been established 
by the Fascisti, and assured of the support of the petty 
bourgeoisie. 

We believe that Fascism is, to some extent, a method of 
ensuring, by every resource at the disposal of the ruling class, 
their maintenance of power, even by the utilization of the lessons 
of the first Proletarian revolution,-the Russian Revolution. When 
there is a crisis in the economic structure, the State is not 
sufficient to preserve the power of the master class. There must 
also be a um!ed party, a unit of counter-revolutionary organization. 
The Fascist Party is, in relation to the bourgeoisie, somewhat like 
the Russian Communist Party in its relation to the proletariat
an organ of the direction and control of the State machine, solidly 
organized and disciplined. The Fascist Party in Italy has placed 
its political agents in every important branch of the State. It 
is the bourgeois organ for the control oi the Slate during the period 
of capitalist decadeQ.ce. This is, from my point of view, a 
sufficient historical interpretation of Fascism and the recent 
happenings in Italy. 

The first measures for the new government demonstrate· ' 
that it is not going to change the bases of Italian traditional 
institutions. · 
· Naturally, I do not say that the present situation is a 

favourable situation for the proletarian and socialist movement, 
when I predict that Fascism will be liberal and democratic. 
Democratic governments have never given the working class 
anythring but proclamations and promises. For example the 
Mussolini Government has assured us that it will respect the 
libertv of the press, but it has been careful to add that the press 
must deserve this liberty. But what does this mean? It means' 
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that, while declaring itself for the liberty of the press, the govern
ment will permit the miiitarist Fascis~ organizali~n to pr~ceed 
against the Communist papers, when 1t IS convement for It to 
suppress them, as has already been done. One must state th~t 
fhe Fascist government makes some concessioas to certam 
bourgeois liberals; and even if we cannot have much confidence 
in Mussolinis acsurances that he will transform his militarist 
organization into an athletic association, or so:nething of that sort, 
we have not heard of dozens of f'ascisti being arrested because 
of their refusal to obey the demobilization ·order issued by 
Mussolini . 

What has been the effect of these events upon the pro
letariat!' The lzd'<r has been recently in such a position that it has· 
not been able to play such an important part in _the struggle but 
has been comoelled to remain almost passive. 
· · So far ·as the Communist Party is concerned, it has al
ways wen understood that the victory of Fascism means the 
·defeat of the revolutionary movement. We are now confronted 
wiih the question: have the tactics of the Communist Party been 
such as are capable of realising the maximum resulis 
in the defence of the ~talian proletariat. For we have never 
hidden the Party's impotence to assume an actual offensive 
agaittst Fascist reaction. If, instead of a compromis= between the 
bourgeoisie and the Fascisti, a military conflict or civH war had 
resulced, the proletariat might have been able to play a certain 
role, reconstructing a united front for the general strike, and 
thus it might have been victorious. But In the present situation, 
the proletariat has hardly participated in the melee. If the im
portance of recent events is very great, one must at the same 
time realize that the change in the political scene has been less 
sud.den th~ 1 one would judge; there having been a daily accu
mulation of events leading up to the fi1;al coup of the Fascisti. 

The only example of the struggle again,st the power of the 
State and the f'asdsti w~s the battle at Cremona, in which there 
were six killed. The workers only fought in Rome. The revo- "' 
lutionary working class forces hurled ·themselves against the 
Fascisti; many were wounded. The following day the Royal 
Guard invaded the working class quarters and deprived them 
of all means of defence, permitting the F ascisti to follow and to 
shoot dlilwn the workers in cold blood. This is a most striking 
episode of this struggle. 

The General Federation of Lator dis:umed the Communist 
Party by proposing a general strike. and begging the proletariat 
not to follow the dangerous path indicated by the revolutionary 
group. At a moment when our press was prevented from appea
ring, they even published the news that the Communist Pady 
was on the point of dissolving. 

The most striking incident concerning our Party in Rome, 
was the invasion by the Fascisti of the editorial offices of the 
,Communista". On the 31st of October, while the city was occu
pied by 100,000 Fascisti, the printing plant was entered by a 
band of Fascisti just when the paper was to come out. With 
the exception of comrade Togliatti, our editor in chief, all the 
staff were able to evade the Fascisti by emergency exits. Com
rade Togliatti was in his office when the Fascisti entered. Our 
comrade's attitude was truly heroic. Boldly he declared that he 
was the chief editor uf the "Comunista". He was stood up 
against the wall to be shot, while the Fascisti were holding back 
the crowd to proceed wHh the execution, ~nd our comrade was 
only able to escape from them because the Fascisti, who were 
informed that the other editors were escaping over the roofs, 
started in their pursuit. This did not prevent our comrade from 
speaking· to a meeting in Turin for the anniversary of the 
Russian Revolution a few days later. 

. _But this ~xample o! ~hich I wished t<! i!lform you, is 
l:jUite 1solated. 1 he orgamzatwn of our party IS m good condi
!lon. If the publication of the ,Communista" is suspended it 
1s no~ b~caus~ th~ printers refu_se _to publish it. We have publis
hed It Illegally Ill another prmtmg plant. The difficulties in 
publishing it were not of a technical nature, but economic. 

Th_ey seized the building of the "Ordine Nuo',o" in Turin 
and. confiscated the arms which had been kept on the premises 
for Its defence. But we are publishing the p:!per elsewhere. 

In Trieste the police also took possess:on of the pri1iting 
plan!,~~ _our paper, but we ~re S!ill publishing it illegally. The 
P<:SSID_Ihtles of legal '_¥Ork s l!.l! e_xist for our Party and our situ
atiOn IS not. v~ry trag1.c. But It JS hard to foresee future develop
~eu ts a!ld It 1s for tins reason that I must make certain reserva
tions With regard to the future situation of our party and the 
progress of our work. 

The con!rade who has just arrived is a working man in 
charge of an Important local organization of our party and he 
expresses the interesting opinion, which is shared by m~ny mili
tants, tha~ one can work. better now than previousfy. I do not 
regard this as an established fact. But the comrade who has 

said this is a militant working among the masses, 'and his state.. 
moot h<ts weight · · '.. · · . · · 
. I have already told yo~ th~tt. the opposHi()n .· press pub-

lished t!•e false. news of the dJssoll!t!on of our party. We have 
contrad1ded this. Our Ct?Jtral political organ! our illegal mili
tary centre,, our t!ade uniOn centr!!, ~re workmg at full speed, 
and connectiOns with the country d1stncts have been almost com
pl~tely reestablished. We shall perhaps suffer an organizational 
cns1s. But our comrades in Italy did not for a single moment 
lose the1r. hea,~s, and_ they are now mal{ing all necessary. arrange
~nents 1 he A vant1" was almost destroyed by the F ascisli, and 
It t.o?k several days to secure the. r~publicatio~ of the paper. The 
oifJcJal headquarters o~ the S<!ciahst Party m Rome were com
pletely destroyed by fire. W1th regard to the attitude of the 
Maximal!st Party and with regard to the argument between the 
CoinmunJst Party and the General Federaion of Labor, we have 
uo statement to make. 

As far as the reformists are concerned, it is obvious by 
th.~.language of their publications, that they will ally them;elvs 
"'110 the new government. 

Regarding. the trade union question, comrade Rannosi of 
our tra.de union committee thinks that this work will be able to 
COII;inuc 

, . This is the .latest information which has come to us, and 
w .. ~h dates up to the oth of November. 

I shall not touch upon the question of the attitude 
of our party during the whole period of the development 
of Fascism, while reserving my right to do so at some 
other stage in the Congress. With regard io the prospects 
of the fufure, we believe that Fascism wiU have to count 
with the discontent provoked by i.ts governmental policies. 

At the same time we realize that, when one has besides 
th!! State, tile control of a military organization it is easier to 
tnumph over manifesations of discontent and unfavourable eco
nomic conditions. 

In the ca_se of the dictatorship of the proletariat, the above 
has been true m a much broader sense because the historical 
development is in our favour .. The Fasci~ti are very well organi
zed and have a certain measure of solidarity. Under these cir
cumctances one may conclude that the situation of the Fascisti 
Government is by no means insecure. 

Yo~:~ have noted that I have not exaggerated the conditions 
under wh1ch our Party haz been fighting. This is no place to 
be sentimental. 

The Italian Communist Party has committed certain errors 
which we are entitled to critiCise; but I believe that the attitude 
of our comrades at present is proof fhat we have really worked 
to~ards t~e oq~anization of a r~volutionary party of the prole
tanat which will form the base of working class revolution in 
Italy. 

Alth~ugh_ one may conside_r certain steps which they have 
taken as bemg mcorrect, the Italian communists are well entitled 
to feel that they have done nothing with which to reproach 
themselves before the revolutionary movement and the Com· 
munist International. 

Smeral: 
(Czecho-Slovakia.) 

Comrades, in my opinion, we are now entering in Czech<i· 
Slovakia upon . a .period which will lead shortly to a form of 
government akm m character to the International fascist move
ment. At present we are in Czecho-Slovakia in the midst of an 
economic and political crisis. This crisis is so acute as to 
affect the very roots of the bourgeois state, leaving no other way 
out than an attempt on the part of the bourgeoisie to introduce 
fascist met~10ds into the government apparatus. 

. I will en~eav~ur to charact.erize briefly both the political 
and the economic cnsis, and to g1ve an 1dea of our tactics and 
policl in this connection. 

. ~s. to the economic crisi~, I have already outlined. its 
charactenshc features at. the sess1on of 1~e Enlarged Executive 
la~t summer. The State IS over ll](ius:m:!Jzed. It has the .indus
tnal machinery, the ~pparatus and ti.e labor power· for the 
supply of 60 to 70 miilwn consumers. 1t has only 14 million 
inhabitants. Owing to the dismemberment of Central and Eastern 
Europe, th.e depreciatio~ of the Gcrm~n mark and the political 
and techmcal commercial preponderance of the great Allied 
States, !t h~s .no opportunity for export. This is the crux of the 
economic cns1s. Already last summer I stated here in my report 
that the capitalist offensive which must arise out of this crisis 
is bound to result in the Czecho-Slovakian bourgeoisie carrying 
out its well laid plan to reduce the wages ·of the workers throu
ghout the States by 50% .. Such was the position last summer in 
connection with the capitalist offensive. . Since theri four mi:>rtth~ 
have elapsed and we now have an entirely new state of thin~~rs 
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confronting . u~, It . is no more a question .. of reducing .. wl!-ges. 
The Czecho~Sfovak capitalists are determined to do away with 
a large paJ;'t of the industry. Three months ago we witnessed 
the phenomepon of a rapid upward movement in the value of 

·the Czecho-Slovakian krone. In Zurich the value of the Czech 
krone rose from 8_:_9 to' 18-20 centimes. This was due to, an 
artifical manipulation by the Czecho-Slovakian Banks. Now, 
what was the aim of this artificial rise of the Czecho-.Slovakian 
rate of Exchange? The aim was to make export absolutely 
impossible. In the conference held by the Czecho-Slovakian 
Chambers of Commerce and banks it openly stated that the 
Czecho-Slovakian government wat deliberately encouraging the 
artificial rise ofthe exchange rate, in order to make it impossible 
for the entire small and middle industry to carry on their 
production and export. 

All small factOJ;ies were to be destroyed. They were not 
only to be closed for the transition period, but were to be 
definitely· excluded from the complex of the Czecho-Slovakian 
State. This is a similar method to that used by the American 
planters during the periodical crises in the pre-war period. This 
method consisted in destroying, during periods of too abundant 
harvests, a part of the crop (be it coffee or corn), in order to 
keep up pnces. It is a further . developme.n~ _of the tac~ics 
practiced by the Border states, which are arhficially preventmg 
the growth of industry, so as to have no proletariat. We have 
in Czecho-Slovakia a situation in which the industrialists 
together with the capitalist politi~~l organization;5 not on!y shut 
down temp·oranly but are positively destronng their well 
equipped industrical undertakings, in order to gain a breathing 
spell. This is a very serious economic crisis through which the 
Czecho-Slovakian State is passing. I wish to draw your attention 
to the fact that there are symptoms that this reduction of industry 
may ease the present intolerable situation, ~ut not .for long. 
The factories are destroyed, but the populatiOn remams. The 
workers who were concentrated in the mdustrial districts will 
remain even after the factories have disappeared .. It can h~ easily 
imagined what the temper of these workers wlll be; this des
truction of the industries is being carried out as a. plan of 
restoring the inner equilibrium of the national State. From a 
nationalist point of view this is equivalent to a lost W<lr resulting 
in the loss of territory. r venture to say that this is even ·worse. 
If Czecho-Slovakia were to lose one third of its territory, it would 
also lose the ,POpulation living in thi~ territory. If ~oweve_r, 
Czecho-Slovakia does not decrease honzontally, but verhcally, m 
its industrial construction, it will lose the factories and with 
them the possibility of feeding the population, while the population 
itself wil remain. Under such circumstances the government 
crisis will get beyond solution; 
· Then, there is the political crisis. The peculiarity of the 

structure of the Czecho-Slovt1kian State consists in the fact that a 
third of the population (the State is composed of Czechs, ·Slovaks, 
Germans, Poles, Hungarians and Ukrainians) is in opposition 
to the government on principle. All parliamentary authorities 
must be based upon the Czecho-Slovak two thirds majority of the 
population. In this portion of the population, the Communists 
forming a mass party must be included. Since the inaugura
tion of the Communist Party no political elections have taken 
place in Czecho-.Slovakia. The Communal elections (the first 
political elections since the establishment of our Party) were to 
take place this spring according to the law but they were post
poned for a year on the strength of a new law which was 
passed for fear of a Communist victory. 

It will be difficult to postpone the elections . for another 
year, and this election will probably furnish statistical proof 
of the fact that the Czecho-Slovak bourgeois social democratic 
party no longer exists. The new born bourgeois nationalist 
State wil be m a position in which bourgeois parliamentarism 
will not be of much use to it. The crisis of bourgeois democ
racy is so serious that it is putting, just as the industrial crisis 
does, the very existence of the State in its bourgeois form into 
jeopardy. 

Comrades, there is still another point to be considered in 
this connection. At the parting of the ways, before the economic 
and parliamentary crises resolve themselves in the formation 
of a new type of government, we shall have to pass through a 
long phase of national strife. The impression is being created 
among the wide strata of the non-communist population that 
national independence is in peril. If is quite possible that the 
irredentist nationalists among the German and Hungarian hour· 
geoisie and petty bourgeoisie will want to take advantage of this 
situation. This propability is making matters more complicated 
as far as the temper and the consciousness of the masses are 
concerned. Under Capitalist government the small nations are 
either hammer or anvil. Such a wave of nationalism may have 
an influence over. the masses which the bourgeois world might 

l!Sf; in ~he interests ~f th{\.ir:fascist aims and .ag.ainst .the class 
struggle of the workmg class. Thus we have three import.int 
phenomena before us: an imme:iiate economic crisis, a cris:s of 
parliamentary government which is undermining the foundations 
of the state owing. to the impossibility of a parliamentary solu
tjo~, and. the panicky fe,ar in nationa~ circles with regard to 
nahonal mdependence. fhe Commumsts are blamed ior all 
this. The Czecho-Slovakian bourgeoisie has already used up 
its best forces in the government of the country. Wheu Masaryk, 
Benes, and Sochla are played out, the .Czech bourgeoisie will have 
no one authoritive enough to replace them. 1 here will be no 
other way out for the government . than to throw over the 
democratic form, and. to say that the maintainence of the national 
State is the paramount necessity. The ideology will in my 
opinion, lead in the near future to the formation of a government 
which will not rest on· the parliamentary institutions, but on the 
white guard organizations, the Sokols, the Siberians, Legionaires 
and other organizations of this kind which already exist within 
the wor·king masses and enjoy a great deal of popularity among 
the non-communist portions of the population. 

Comrades, considering that our entire party views the 
situation in the light which I have just put before you, surely 
no one will imagine that we are so foolish and so dense as not 
to take account of the weakening of the class struggle and of 
the methods of this struggle.. Under such circumstances is there 
anyone who will imagine that a tendency might arise in Czecho
Slovakia which would be inclined to copy blindly the European 
forms of Communism? Such a thing is not likely to happen, 
and is not at all true. We ·are fully aware that in this very 
complicated situation, the Communist Party must expect to be 
the object of fierce attacks. Our Young Communist Leagues 
have already been .forced underground. In the New Year the 
present parliamentary majority will probably want to put on 
the. statute books a Defense of the Republic Ad. The bourgeois 
counter-revolutionary organizations, ihe Sokols, the legionaries 
and others are subsidised by the State and systematically en
couraged in the Press. 't •le legal centres of the bouq:reois count;er 
revolution are wide awake and are prepared to create a hostile 
atmosphere against us by means of national watchwords and 
lies. We must take council here about the ways and means 
to ward off this peril. I shall not deal here with the recent 
phases of the struggle. Everyone know,s wh~t these phases ~re: 
life and death struggle for the proleanan dictatorship. It IS a 
question of what our attitude is to be cturinlt the first phase. 
During that phase our tactics and watcbwoiTds must be such 
as to draw away the masses from the counter-revolution and 
to bring them over to our side< The greater our influence over 
the masses, the better we will be able to paralyse the counter
revolutionary attacks. We shall have to choose suitable slogans 
and watchwords when discussing the question of tactics. 

If we advance during the first period, partial watchwords 
suitable to the development of events, which we ourselves do not 
look upon as a dogma and as something final, we must neverthe
less present them in such a way as to make the masses realise 
that they are our watchwords, even though they be for us a 
manoeuvre and a means to bring the masses into motion leading 
them forward in the process of application. When in March 
and April of 1917 Lenin came forward with the demand for 
socialization of banks and of big industrial organizations, of 
the abolition · of commercial secrets and of the organization 
of the consumers, he did not tell Kerensky and the world that 
it was a swindle and a lie and only a matter and manoeuvre 
as far as we were concerned. 

On the contrary, he said: "we will fight for these slogans 
which we hold as being within reach of possibilities at present". 
Because the watchwords were brought before the masses in !:his 
form, they carried them away and led them into the ~tuggle. 
During the subsequent phases they learned from the1r own 
experiences that one must go beyond these watchwords. As 
to the tactics of the gathering of forces, I venture ·to say 
that we must be still more cunning and circumspect about them 
because our bourgeoisie has carefully studied the Russian 
Bolshevist tactics before the assumption of power. It knows 
the dialectical side of our tactics. It knows that the watch
word which we considered excellent yesterday, can be tot~tlly 
unsuitable today and vice versa. For this reason we must 
know how to n'!anoeuvre. However, in order to be able . to 
manoeuvre, the party ~u~t .he consoli~ated ,fr<;~m. within;. con
fidence, authority, and disciplme must. reign w1thm 1t,. f?r without 
them we will not be able to cope With the bourgeoisie. 

We will be reduced to mere dogmatic declamations, and wili 
make the defeat of the bourgeoisie more difficult, if we allow 
ourselves to be influenced by the fear of being .d~feated by. a 
comrade in a factional strife. Freedom and elasflclty of tachrt 
in the various phases of development of events is a(lo 
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s'olutely necessary. If the leaders of the _Communist party 
do noi have the coniidence of the InternatiOnal, the general 
staff of our revolutionary struggle, Wt; can safely say, that such 
leaders must be removed. However, If the leaders of the partv 
have the confidence of the International, this partv is entitled 
to manoeuvre, without any interferance and !U:strust on the part 
of the International, so as to be able to brmg the masses ove! 
to our side. My time is too. ~hort t~ dea.l in greater det~ul 
with the tactics of the transthon penod m Czecho-Siovakta. 
1 want merely to state that the workers government is n?t. a 
dogma for us during the present stage, and not a ~efmtte 
solution of all evils, but a watchword by m~ans of whtch ~e 
want to mobilize th~ masses. We want to enhst the sympathtes 
of the nationalist socialist workers who might play a very im
portant role under an Orgesch or Frascist government. 

By means of this watchword. we wish to draw awa,y _as 
much as possible. !ill the proletanan . elements from coalt~t~:>n 
with the bourgeOISie and from the mfluence of the Pactftst 
circles. Moreover, we want to make use of these watchwords 
for the establishment of independent proletarian class organs, 
and in order to penetrate into the army .. For propagan~ in the 
army alongside of our ende~vour to. brmg the proletanans. to 
our side is the second barncade whtch we must erect agamst 
the adva~ce of the Fascist movement. 

~ullman: 
(America) 

;jJmrades. 1 he imperialist war has disturbed the normal 
equilibrium and the inter-dependence of the national sections, 
of world capitalist economy. America, the least affected by the 
war went through similar experience. The Capitalist class of 
America, powerful and conscious, took advantage of the industrial 
depression and launched a violent attack upon the workers' 
organizations which succeeded during the war in strenghtening 
considerably their position. Under the pretext of the restriction 
of war orders a general curtailment of industry took place. 
The shutting down of factories created an immense army of 
unemployed, at one time exceeding six millions. For the purpose 
of dealing a death blow to organized labor, a manufacturers' 
association was organized with a capital ·of over fifteen million 
dollars. The attack started under the "Open Shop" slogan and 
the maintenance of the socalled "rights" of the workers unrestric-
1edly. 

Unorganized labor was the first victim. The shops where 
the unorganized workers were employed were the first to close. 
When they reopened only a fraction of the formerly employed 
were taken back and at reduced wages. In some cases the 
reduction exceeded 60%. The next to feel the shock of the attack 
were the insufficiently organized crafts, and finally the attack 
was turned against the strong unions. 

As a result of the capitalist offensive, the working class 
tO:-day finds its economic basis shattered and Hs ranks disrupted. 
During this period there was a considerable decrease in the 
number of organized workers. The American Federation of 
Labor alone has lost over one million. The working day has 
been lengthened, wages reduced, shop conditions made much 
~se, seniority and pFomotion rights taken away. 

In the metal trades the number of organized workers has 
been reduced from 800,000 to 275,000. Wages have been cut from 
25% to 40% and the working day increased from 8 hours to 9 
and 10 hours. 

It the steel industry, which at the time of the last strike 
bad over 350,000 organized workers is now practically without 
any organization. Here wages have been reduced from 22% 
to 40%; the steel barons persisted in maintaining the 12-hour 
day, and a 24 hour day during the change of shifts. · 

In the packing industry, not over 10,000 remained of the 
200,000 formerly organised. Here wages were reduced from 
25% to 35% and the 8 hour work day was increased to 10 hours. 

In the needle trades industry the number of organized 
workers decreased about 80,000. Wages were reduced from 15% 
to 25%. 

In the oil fields and metal mining industry there is practically 
no organization, and white terror reigns supreme. 

In the automobile industrie the labour force has been 
reduced in proporiion to the increased efficiency of the remaining 
workers. For instance, the Willis Overland Company previously 
employed 14,000 men producing 550 cars per day, later the force 
had been reduced to 7,000 men who produced 500 cars. This 
year over 650,000 miners were on strike for a period of five 
months. A temporary agreement reached with the operators 

provides for the continuation of an conditions till March 1923 
Thus the sacrifices and heroism of the workers accomplished no 
tangible results although they partially succeeded in checking the 
capitalist offensive. 

The railroad strike was also defeated due to the interference 
of the government as well as the treachery of union bureaucracy. 
The railroad men were forced to accept wage reductions of over 
15%. In the beginning of the strike the government remained 
passive, and apparently neutral but as the workers' resistance 
grew stronger, the government openly came to the support of 
the railroad magnates. As a rule in all industrial confhcts the 
Government rushes to the assistance of the capitalists by throw
ing on their side the entire force of the judiciary and military 
machine. This was especially exemplified in the Coronado 
decision of the Supreme Court, announcing that the unions were 
rc"Sponsible for damages caused by strikes. The most striking 
instance of Government interference was provided in West 
Virginia where gocemment troops quelled the strike. In Herrin, 
Ill, the persecution was financed and instigated by the Illinois 
Chamber of Commerce. 

In the railroad strike the attorney general Dougherty 
obtained an injunction against the unions which practically pa· 
ralysed and made illegal all strike activities. When obtainmg 
the injuction Dougherty openly stated that the Government 
would support the drive for the "Open Shop". 

Then, following on the heels of the capitalist offensive 
came the raids on the Connnunist Party and the Left Wing move· 
ment in the trade unions. The arrests and deportations of the 
active members of trade unions became an everyday occurence, 
on a par with lynching, tar-and-feathering, and torture of 
political prisoners. Constitutional rights are denied even to the 
yellow socialists. The labor boards and compulsory industrial 
arbitration courts are used to crush the workers. In many states 
a state constabulary has been estabished which assist the 
raislroad, steel and mining magnates to maintain the white terror. 

About the Fascisti organisation in America: We have the 
American Legion which was organised by a group of officers 
and drew into its ranks a larde number of war veterans under 
the pretext of gaining a few economic demands such as pensions, 
bonuses and medical treatment for wounded soldiers. The 
capitalists maintain also a large army of private detective agen
sies, and factory guards. A secret organisation in America 
known as the Ku-Klux-Klan plays an important role in the capi• 
talist offensive. It is espectally active in the South, but it 
extends its activities alsoin the North. It terrorizes the Negroes. 
compelling them to do compulsory work at reduced wa~es and 
under legal guise assists plantation owners in maintamin~ a 
practical system of espeonage. At the time of the elections 
the polls are heavily guarded and Negroes prevented from 
exercising their formal rights. 

Though the capitalist offensive assured an ever increasing 
impetus, the union bureaucracy did not put up any active resis.. 
tance but, on the contrary, became passive and treacherous to 
the workers interests. The many improvements gained by the 
workers during the war have been sacrificed by the union 
bureaucrats practically without a struggle. Samuel Gompers; 
head of the American Federation of Labor, at the present time 
is active in establishing cordial relations and joint committees 
with the American Legion while, on the other hand, Gomperll 
fought a~ainst the Communists and Left Wing elements in the 
trade umons. 

In the miners' union the bureaucrats have betrayed the" 
miners at a time when the strike was all but won. 

During the railway strike, E. F. Grable the bead of the' 
International Brotherhood, of maintenance-of-way employeeS 
and railroad shop ·labourers, held back his organisation of 
400,000 men, notwithstanding the fact that an overwhelming 
majority of them had voted to join the stri'ke. It is due to this 
treachery that the defeat of the railroad union may be largely 
attributed. 

In the political field, the union bureaucrats while serving 
as tools in the ruling capitalist parties, oppose the political 
actions of the workers and the formation of a bonafide Labor 
Party. Great handicap lies in the defective form of labor· 
organizations which permits the capitalists to lead their attack 
against the workers and prevent their consolidation. 

The Party has reacted against the capitalist offensive 
and tried to do its best notwithstanding the fact thai within the 
Communist Party during the last year internal friction existed. 
It made a number of attempts to rally the workers against the 
capitalist offensive. Several efforts have been made to organize 
the unemployed; due to this iact however, that at that time th6 
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party did not have connections with the trade unions our efforts 
were not successful as objective conditions warranted. The 
Party concentrated its attention on the penetration of the trade 
unions and took an active part in the formation of the Left Wing 
movement. Under the guidance of the Party, a Left Wing 
:VLOVement has been organized j.n the trade unions which has 
gained a strong influence. For the purpose of establishing close 
contact with the workers and developing a strong mass organi
ution a legal political party was organized and whenever the 
workers were engaged in a struggle the party attempted to 
apply the United front tactic. 

American capitalism having reached 'the highest slate of 
its development and having created the most efficient system of 
production has been forced to find an outlet in two directions:
first, the emigration of finance-capital to the industrial backward 
countries, and secondly, the exp~tnsion of foreign markets. 
American capita'lism has thus become involved in a desperate 
competitive struggle with European capitalism. American capi
tcllists will thus bring to bear an a,dditional pressure upon the 
working class of America. However, in future, the struggle of 
)Yorkers particularly in the metal trade struggle and the mining 

indus~, wild ch~nge its ~solated char!lcter. The achievement of 
coordmated and )Otnt action of Arnencan and European miners 
and metal workers will enable the workers to take the offensive. 
The present moment finds the workers deeply dissatisfied. Never 
before has the government so clearly exposed its class chara-'"r 
to the workers. And we may expect the industrial conflict that 
will break out in the immediate future will assume a more revolu
tionary and political character. 

The party must be ready for this struggle, it must d\!velop 
its .rne~rship, it must. win the confidence of the masses by con
sohda tmg and developmg the streng ,h of the workers in their 
struggle for their immediate demands. 

T~e Party must intensify the act~vity of it~ members in the 
trade umons and take an a.ctJve part m the dally struggles, in 
the~r. fight ~gainst_ the union bureaucracy and prepare them for 
pohhcal action. 1 he party should establish its nucleus in everr 
pl~t, mine and wor~shop and by attracting into its ranks all 
m1htant elements gam the leadership of the revolutionary 
struggles. 

These we believe are the most important tasks facing the 
Communist Party in America. 

The Tasks of the Comm,unists 
in the Trade Unions 

(By Comrade Lozovsky) 
The Communist International, having determined to wage 

a deci-sive and bitter struggle aga:inst all shades of reformism, 
coul<l not from the very beginning of the struggle but comeinto 
conflict with the most important bulwark of reformism, - the 
Modem Trade Unions. Hence in its fhst declarations the Com
munist International defined its afiitude towards 1he reformist 
unions and to the International Labo,r movement. The Second 
Congress of the Cominlern outlined the policy of the Communists 
in the Trade Union movement, repudiaHng the ,split and smash 
the unions" theory which was bred by impatience and miscon
ception of the fundamental tasks of the Communist policy. 

The Thi:rd Congress again dealt with the Trade Union 
question. This is not surprising, for the Trade Unions had beoome 
ihe last refuge of the world bourgeoisie and the chief foundation 
upon which capitalist rule is resting. In its exhaustive theses the 
Third Congress of the Comintern discussed the most vital ques
tions of the world's Trade Union movement and especially 
emphasized t•he necessity of making th~ most of the struggle 
against the reformists, conducted for the puq:ose of capturing the 
Trade Unions. Finally, the last meeting of the enlarged Executive 
Committee of the Comintern found it necessary to sharply con
demn the tendency prevailing in some Commumst circles to liqui
date the Profintern. It was quite clear that this liquidation 
tendency, though often based on very high motives, was in reality 
a result of weakness and inability to rally the forces for the 
stmggle against reformism. 

The Fourth Congress must make a further step forward. 
The general principles for carrying on Communist work in the 
Labor Unions have been formulated. The next task is to develop 
ihe problems in a concret'e form and emphasize once more the 
questions which have been brought to the front by the practical 
International class-struggle. In order to present these q.ue3tions 
in their proper light, we must first of all study the circumstances 
under which the struggle of the Communists for the revolu
tionizing of the Labor Unions i·s proceeding at the present time. 

A cursory glance at the International Trade Union move
ment will show that it is experiencing a severe crisis. The crisis 
is \;aused, on the one hand, by the powerful capitalist offensive, 
and, on the other, by the bankruptcy of the theory and practice 
of the leading elements of the world Trade Union movement. 
The activities of the capitalists in their o!fensive took definite 
shape towar·ds the en<! of 1920, and assumed a well-planned and 
organized character, as a campa,ign directed towards reducing 
the cost of production under any circumstances, by cheapening 
the Labor power. The bourgeoisie hoped to solve its post-war 
~iffiouJties by exerting pressure on the working class, The sharper 

the crisis developed, the more ferociously did the bourgeoisie 
cor juct its aggressive campaign. The bourgeoisie was determined 
to continue to obtain by all possible means the monstrous profits 
to which it had become accustom:i during the war. The forms 
of the o!fensi,ve varied, assuming a different aspect in countries 
having a high currency to that in countries with a low currency. 
Taken as a whole, however, !I.e attack was centered on the eight
hour day; the scale of wages was systematically reduced; and a 
campaign was started against the very existence of the Unions. 
(1 he ,open shop campaign" in America.) In ad;}ilion to the 
purely economic oiiensive, the bou~eoisie during the last two 
years has been setting up special organizaiions for the 
destruction of the labor unions. A classical illustration of the 
new bourgeois tactics is furnished by Italy where recently a 
crushing blow was dealt to the entire communist movement. 
Italy has now the deploratble honor of taking the lead of all 
,civilized" countdes as far as the smashing up an<! destruction 
of Labor organizations is concerned. The entire fascisti move
ment and analogous movements in o:her countries are neither 
more nor less than preventative counter-revolution. The Italian 
workers are forced to endure all the disa-dvantaO'es and hardsbim 
of counie,r-revolution without reaping the benefits of revolution. 
This universal capilaHst offensive encountered an extremely weak 
resistance on the world Labor Union movement. The Amster
d,amers, who never mis,sed an opPOrtunity lor boasting of their 
great victories over the capitalists, and of the zreat benefits which 
the International Labor Bureau of the League of Nations will 
bestow upon humanity, assumed from the first moment of the 
offe·nsive the po!icy of watchful waiting. Not once during this 
perirA did they have the courage to take the initiative in a serioll'l 
struggle, at best making a few steps forward only under the 
lash of the indi·rrnation of the working masses. A typical case in 
point was th~ recent lockout in Eng-land, the miners' strike in 
America, the metal workers' strike in france and a series of 
strikes in Germany and Italy. Everywhere the Amsterdamers 
played a passive role, they always strove to bring the conf!ict 
to ' speedy end and merely hampered the struggle of the work111g 
class by disorganizing and demoralizing its ranks. The failure 
on the part of the Trade Unions to offer effective resistance, 
of the leaders to lead the mas:les of the workers to battle, caused 
deep disappointment among the broad masses of workers with 
the resulting withdrawal of entire groups of workers from the 
unions. The P'WWlh of the tra,de union movement during 
1921-1922 was not only checked, but the rr:embership was eyen 
rapidly declining. Hundreds of thousands of workers are leaV1ng 
the unions which, due to this shrinking, become weak and unable 
to resist the capitalist offensive. The General Confederation of 
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l.av~: of France,. at the beginning of.l9~J num;!Jering above t:vo 
million members, has now together w1th the Umt~d Confederation 
only 600.000 members. In Italy ihe membership of the Trade 
Unions decreased from 2.000.000 to 700.000. In England the 
trade unions lost· one million. three hundred tho?s~nd · membres 
and in the United Stales the umons lost nearly a rmlhon and a half 
membe·rs. A similar downward trend is observed in Czech?· 
Slova·kia. Sweden, Norway, Holland, _Denmark, ~tc. Only_ Ill 
Germany and Austria has lh<; membership oi the un~ons rema1·ned 
approximately constant. 1 h1s should not be attnbuted to ~he 
exC\:ssi•ve revolutionary spirit of the leaders ?f the l.a~or umon 
movement of these countries, but to the trag1c cond1hon of the 
Austro-Gerrnan proletariat and to its greater susceptibily to 
(),.,--.......... : ...... .--). . 

Besielts the numerical loss entailed by the unions, we 
observe among them a geneTal instability and lack of self 
ronfi.deiwe. 1 he Ams!eniamers, who during several years were 
making 1he world resound with their declarations of the glorious 
reforms which the International Labor Bureau was about to 
bes.ow upon the suffering masses, now remain silent. The 
glorious days have passed. 1 hey have even themselves lost faith 
in the social creative Ioree of thdF organizations. They continue 
to participate in the International Labor Bureau at the League of 
Nations for no other reason than the fact that they are chained 
to it like galley-slaves, and they will share the fate of this in-all
respects-remarkable institution. They cannot renounce the co
operation of classes, because all their actions are based upon this 
principle. Moreover, this co-operation is growing closer eve•ry 
dav. because the rupture of class co-operation between the unions 
and the tourgeoisie would not only sound the death knell of the 
bourgeoisie, but al~o oi the Amsterdamers. 

\vhile the leaders of !be Amsterdam International were 
Hlllarkably modest and extremely inactive in resisting the capi
talist offensive, ihey became extremely insolent, aggre·sive and 
energetic whe·never the issue was to fight against the revolutionary 
workers. The r::eriod beiween the III ConP'ress and the IV is 
marked by an intense struggle of the Amsterdam leaders against 
the revolutionary wing of the labor movement. The Amsterdo.mers 
are determined ne"ief to be in the minority: \hey prefer rathe'r 
to split the organizations than to turn into the hands of the 
0:. mmunis\s the leadership of the trade unions. Such is the slogan 
of the Amsterdam International. 1 his policy is the logical deduc-
1;on from the Ams:e.ct<am position: lor any other policy would 
make it difficult lor them to save the capitalist system. In France 
the Amster.Uamers succeeded in splitiing t·he trade union movement 
and there we now have two Confed·eorations of La<bor. No sooner 
d.id the Communisis begin to threaten the fat jobs of.the Czecho
Slovakian Amsterdamers than the latter respeated the manoeuvre 
ol their French colleagues and split t.he entire trade union 
movement of that country. In Spain the reformist Oeneral 
Workers' Union, split ils largest miners' organization as soon 
as the communists and the syndicalists secured a majority in it. 
In Germa~1y. a systematic. campaig_n of persecuti?n. against the 
co!nmums,s IS conducted Ill the umons of the bmldmg trade, of 
l"aJ!waymen and transport workers. 1 he Oe·rman method consists 
in the expulsion of communists elected to any union office and 
the re!~sal to recognize their elected can~idates, thus cutting off the 
revoluhonaq leaders from the revolutionary masses. 1 his line 
of P:Oiicy \3 adhen:d to by the German Amsterdamers most 
persist~':llY and stubbornly in their untiring efforts to force the 
best m1htant elements out of the trade unions. 

,,The ~nemy is 01:1 the left .. The ranks ~ust be purged to 
keep strong' - such IS the cymcal declaration of the central 
mgan .oi the General Fede-ra!ion of T~ade Ut:ions in Germany, 
the ,korrespondenz Blatt", 1n an arhcle enl!t!ed The Enemy 
is on the Left". ,Oet out of the unions" -- such f~ the slogan 
of the An;sterdamers who draw from it practical deductions. And 
the stronger the communis! menace, the clearer the revolutionary 
consc1ousne£s of the masses, the clearer become the efforts of the 
Amsterdamers to split the unions. Revolutionary unions are oi 
no use to them. They prefer catholic and yellow unions to the 
revolutionary unions .. 'I here is more than suliicient evidence to 
corroborate this fact. Thus the reformis•t Miners' Union of 
Oe1many gladly concludes an agreement with the Catholic Union 
and the ?ationa!isl Polish .Union, emphatically refusing to have 
any dealmgs w1th the Umon of Hand and Brain Workers on 
~he pretext !~at its members are unorganized. Th:s latter u~ion 
IS a. revo!uhonary organization under the leadership of com
mums;s. 1 he honorable geritlmen of the Miners' Union however 
prefer Catholics to Communists. ' ' 

The Amstedam ai'tack upo•n the trade unions is not limited 
fo naAiona~ boundaries. The Amsterdam In1ernat1onal at its last 
Cong~ess m Rome, at a. oonfeTence held jointly with the repre
sentatives of ihe Inlc·rnatlonal Industrial Secretariats a·g.a.in adop-

ted a resolution to. the effect that the revolutionary-unions ,must · 
have no place in. the international secretariats. This resolution 
18 carried .out with. the rigid~ty they always disp!ay in fighting 
the revolutionary umons. Dunng the last year the Russian unions 
were either ·expelled or refused admission to ·the International 
Industrial Organizations of the following . indusries: Metal 
workers, Miners, Woodworkers, Buliders, Textile workers, Agri
cultural workers, Post and Telegraph employees, Lea1her workers, 
Transport workers, etc. The formal motive lor expulsion was that 
these nnions are connected with the Profintern through the All
Russ•ian Central Council of Labor Unions. The real reason is, 
howeveT, that they brought about a revolution, that they are 
connected with the Soviet Governmen~, that they are permeated 
with the spirit of communism and constitute the basis of the 
Soviet State and of the Dictatorship of the ProeHariat. The Inter
national Secretariats afliliated with !he Ams<terdam International 
would gladly admit counter-revolu:ionary unions, bu1 .for revo
lul'l?nary unions ~e doors are. shu!, for their admission may 
srOJl the peaceful hfe and the dJgeshon ol the gentlemen of the 
Secre1aria fs. . 

. What. does the _a·ltack on the revolutionary unions signify. 
It 1s essenhallv no1hmg else but a reflex ol t<he International 
c<~.pHaHst o.ffensive against the working class. H is the reflex 
of !he soCJal battles waged between t.he bourgeoisie and the 
P!"ole1ariat. The 4mster~am In1eTnat!onal, standing on the other 
s1de of the barncade, 1s bomba:rdmg the InteTna!ional labor 
!liovement with all the. guns it has at present in Hs po2session. 
l he modern trade umon leaders realise quite clearly that the 
labor movement, while i1 remains uni1ed, is progressing s!owly 
but surely, to. the left, and that, as soon as the communists captur~ 
the labor un~<;m movement, the fate not only of the bourgeoisie 
but of reformism as we~! will be sealed. It is precisely for this 
re~son tha1 they .consciously api?IY the tactic of splitting- the 
umon~ and expell.mg the revoluhonary elements, Thei·r a1m is 
to slnp ~he workmg class of all poweT, to render it incapable 
?I captunng ~he state power, ~nd to disorganize and demoralize 
1!. S? t~at Jt could not se1ze the ll!eans of producion and 
dJstn~m[J~n. The Amserdam Internatwnal is employing all 
conce·IVabte means and melhods to save modern ,civitization". 

. The Amsterd~mers do not s~and alone !n th~ir struggle 
agamst the oommums!s; the anarchists are thelf allles. During 
the last .two years ~e saw the struggle of the anarchists aga,in~t 
commumsm becommg more and more acute. Ever since 1920 
the hostile attitude of the anarchists assumed a virulent character 
not differing at all of late from that of the reformists. It is tru~ 
their arguments are dilfere • .t: . In their .a Hack they are carrying 
dtiferent banners, but the pohhcal meamng of the1r attack is the 
same. The anarchi·sts are doing their utmost to hamper the work 
oi the communists wil<h•in the trade unions vilifying this work 
an~ even deny<ing the communists the right 'to work in the trad~ 
umon movement Such atiacks were within the last year coming 
from the A~rican I:ndl!strial .Workers of the World (I.W.W.), 
from the Itahan SyndJcal:Ist .Umon, from. the Anarcho-Syndicalists 
and from several Synd1cahst groups m France. All these 
campaigns ~.er~ carri:ed on under the slogan of ,The struggle 
agam~t. poh11cs' pu1tmg up the Trady Union International in 
oppo2,1hon to the Commumst. IntematJonal and the Communist 
Parties. It is a well-known fact that politics, the party and the 
State are represented by the anarchists in the shape of an 
apocalyptic beast, and it is all the same to them what kind of 
polit-ics, parties and State the question is about. In their 
transcendental reasoning they lump all things together having 
become accustomed to reason in tem1s of the eternal and ~bsolute. 
Their attitude is one of blunt and caiegorical denial of any kind 
of political adion and of any relations whatever between the 
trade unions and the Communist Parties. Their abstract docllines 
go by the name o! independence, ut:der which banner, they 
demonstrated last year agams·t the Conuntern and the Profintem. 
The trade unions all to themselves, and the Party a,ll to itself-such 
wa.s the meaning of these demons1rations. In a number of 
anarchi8t resolutions and rr.anifestos this primitive idea was 
chewed over ad over again, its pure and simple trade union 
garb f:~iling ol course to make it either more clear or rr.ore 

· rEvolu1;onary. 
The ana.ch;s:s did not rest content with a mere contro

versial s!i uggle against the communis~s. A number of thinrrs 
occl!rred during the last year showing that the anarchists we~e 
apx1ous (o emulate Amsterdam. Some of. the anarchist organiza· 
ilons have begun to expel those of then members who stand 
lor the ProfiiJtern and for the bond between both revolutionary 
lnt~rnationals. Such expul~i01:s took place in the Ita.Iian Sydicalist 
Un on. The Dutch syndicalists are also threateniJH.r the com
munis•ts with terrible punishment; and their example is being 
lollowed hy :l!;ie anarcho·synd<icahst groups of other coun1ries. 
All th~e attacks have for their purpose the se'Vering of the trade 
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union movement from the political mov'emeni, the · detaching of 
ibe revohrtionary 'trade unions froln th~ Profihter'! and i~e 
establishing of. a separate ttansmundane ht4le ln1ernabonal. . It 1s 
in this sense thai all the anarchist groups are N'ying to carry ont 
the instructions of the Internativnal Anarchist Conference of 
December 1921· which dedded to estabHsh a new independent 
autonomous. re~olutionary-syndkalist International. An attempt 
to put this into practice was made in june ..... of the present year 
wlren the initiators succeeded in bdnging together the repje
sentaHves of a few organizations. To give a proper idea of the 
nature o! this new ln1ernational, it is sufficient to say that the 
German localists-those typicaJ Tolstoyans and political vege
tarians-are playinJ! a leadin"' part in it. W.hat is the r_eason 
lor this increased \-irulence of the struggle agamst the Profmtern 
on the part of the anarchists? It is important to recall the fact 
that the anarcho-syndicalist grouns ·even joined the Comintern in 
the first periods after the October Rev?lution. !h~ Span!sh 
National Confederation of Labor, the Italian Syndicalist Umon 
etc., adhered to the Comintern. What is the explanation of the with
d·rawal of these groups not only from the Cornjntern b_ut even 
from the Profintern? The attacks of vhe anarchists agamst the 
Comintern the Profin1em and !'he Russian Revoluiion in general 
find their' explanation in. the general state of. the world labor 
movement and the anarchist attacks are a reflection of the at1acks 
of lmernatiorlal capiiaHsm and o_f t'heAms~erdame!s· · 14 i.s a link 
in the same. chain .. The anarchists, notwithstandmg theu revo
lutionary phraseology, have always been the bearers of p<!t~y 
bourgeois ideas: Consequen1ly, when _the whole of .bourgems 
oociety gathered .its forces for the of!enstve on commumsm, whe_n 
a united front was created of all the resources ol the bourgems 
State :to combat the communist peril, it was only natural that the 
anarchists s·hould occupy their proper place in this anti-c<!mmunist 
iron!. The anarchists, itistrue, fr_equently explain~ theu aitac.ks 
upon the Comintern and the Prosm(ern by. the altitude of s?":Iet 
Russia toward their comrades and by their general opposition 
to any Slate and any dict~torsh·ip .. Ho"':'ever, we are not in(e
rested in what the anarchists say, !Jut 111 what they do. And 
what they do is this: In the most difficult ~riod of the com
munist movement -when the entire State appara·~us and the 
coercive powe;r of international capitalism are lau~ched. agai_nst 
it. when the powerful apparatus of the old tarde umons 1s bemg 
directed against communism and the communist movem€nt, the 
anarchists come forward with their anti-communist program and 
with their fi"'ht fm the would-be independence ol the trade 
union movcm~nt._ An anarcho-refortnist front was established 
which linked up with the bourge_ois front. The a';Iti-communist 
from is crowned l:>y t:he anarchist petty bourgeois demagogy. 
Thus the communist movement is obliged to carry on a struggle, 
not' only against capitalism, but also . against reform~sm al!d 
anarchism which have formed a bklc agamst the commumst pen!. 
As usual, anarchism showed itself to be the ally of. reformism. 
This is not at all surprising, as they are the two s1des of one 
and the same nelty bourgeois medal. 

Anarchists and revolution<aory syndicalists are particulary 
fond oi emphasizing the neu1rality of the trade unions towards 
the political parties. This they cl~~m as a speda~ merit and a 
distJmguishing- feature of the. revo!u,wnary syndicahst movement. 
At the same time they use the term independence instead .of neu
trality, but in substance it amounts to the same thing. 

What is neutrality? Neutrali·ty is a current within the 
trade union movement which advocates the slogan of an identical 
atti!ude to all the political parties, or of complete and absolute 
independence of trade union~sm from politics. It is a known 
fact that politics is a ,bete noire" to the anarchists and anarcho 
smdioalists, w<hile at the same time they oonfoun:l politics with 
parliamentar<ism and political aclivity, political struggle with pai
ktmenta:ry elections and the game of electi-oneerins-. Neutrality is, 
on the one hand, the cry os the extreme reformists and, on the 
other, ol the anarchists and anarcLo-Byndicalists. One of the most 
prominent leaders of the American Labor movement, john Mitchell, 
in his book ,Organized Labor", lays stress with particular 
clearness on this neutrality and advances ihe idea that the present 
social order is made up of three elements: Caoital, Labor, and 
the PubJ.ic. It is hard to guess what this dis·tinguished leader 
understood by ,,Public'' Apparently it refers to those sooial
refortl:ltrs wi1h whom he held counsel at various leagues and
associations for the purpose of talking about social legislaiion 
and the amelioration of the lot of !he working class. The extent 
of this gentleman's independence and neutrality can be gauzed 
from the fact that after his death he left a legacy of not less than 
ha:f a minion dollars. All this money was .eamed by him as a 
lea-der of the American trade union movement! 

This neutrality is the worst form of bourgeois influence 
over the proletariat and the ideological subordi!]ation of pro
letarian interests to the ruling classes. 
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At bottom the theory of independence is built on the very 
same principles. -

It is true ·.that the latter professes aims which are in 
opposition to those of the neutralist poli.tidans .. Independence as 
preac~ed by anarchists and a~archo-syndicalists is a thepry of the . 
exclusiVeness of the trade umon movement and vf if.s hegemony 
over all other iornis of the labor movement, denying to the politi
cal parties not only the right o! leadership but -even the very right 
of existence. · · 

The ideology of independence was manifested with 
particular clearness during Ihe past year in the polemics of the 
anarcho-syndicalists of all £hades against the · Profintern. The 
French, Italian, Dutch, Swedish and American syndicalists, 
whose claims are in inverse. ratio to their importance in the , 
labor movement, persistently put themselves in opposition 
to the Communist Parties, and declare that the trade unions alone 
will make the revolut;on and rtap the fruits of its viCtories. To 
this theory (he communists can give the answer: ''By all IlK . 

go ahead and demonstrate by facts the correctne3s of your theory." 
In this· period of serious struggle we have a particular right to 
demand froin the leaders of the Labor movement not only 
dt:darations, not only promises to bring about the revolution, but 

. the actual realization of these promises. The best theory is the 
one that is vindicated by facts. Our Communist theory has been 
confirmed not only by Russian, but also by the other revolutions.· 
On the other hand the theory of the anarchists and syndicalists has 
obtained no such confirmation. On the contrary, anarchism, to the 
extent that it manifested itself in practice during . the Russian 
Revolution, was essentially the expres,sion of petty bourgeois anti
proletarian ideology. The Makhno mov<.ment was the militant 
anarchism, demonstrating that anarchism in action is an 
elmentary anti-proletarian petty bourgeois force. 

It is for this reason that we treat the anti-communist theory 
of independence not only with scepticism. and mistrust, but also 
consider this theory extremely harmful and highly dangerous to the 
labor movement of the country where it gains power and 
predominance. The division of politics and economics into two 
parallel independent parts is tantamount to breaking up the 
proletarian Labor movement into two. The Labor mo~ment 
may manifest itself in different forms according to the conditions 
of time and place and the political environment and co-relation of 
forces, making certain forms and methods of struggle mo.re ac
ceptable th;m others. But one thing is perfectly clear. The 
moment we draw a line between the political and the economic 
labor movement, especially when we opose one to the other, we 
weaken the labor movement, tearing apart that which is 
organically welded together in the very process of the struggle, 
and by weakening the proletariat we reduce the very possibility 
of a successful fight against the splendidly organized and united 
enemy of our class. The bourgeoisie does not indulge in such 
theories, it does not seperate politics from economics; it knows 
well how to maiv_· use of everything which has been created by 
the apparatus of the bourgeoisie. The power of State, literature, 
scienze, art and the Church, the economimic organiza lions of the 
employers-all these represent one solid block which is ever in 
opposition to the proletarian struggle !or emancipation from !he 
capitalist yoke. "Politics "-says the program of the Russian 
Communist Party-" is nothing if llDt concentrated economics." 
I believe that this is the most brilliant and the most exact formula 
ol the relation tetween politics and economics. By politics, we 
communists understand the movement ol the working . class for 
its emancipation, the opposition of the working class to the entire 
bourgeois society. The activity ''Yhi~h has for its purpose the. 
achievement of the goal, the estabh~t~mg o! regular rel~tJon:s bet
ween the masses, is what \ve call pohl!cs. Only people with lnmted 
mentality can confus•e political strl!~~Ie with parl~a!nentar!a!lism, 
which is only one of the many vaneties of the pohtJcal actIvity ?f 
the proletariat. In this oppDsition of politics and economics, . !11 
neutralitv in the theory of mdependem:e, one can only see a desire 
of the a~~rchists and anarcho-syndicalists to sow disc.ord between 
the Communist Party and the Trade-Unions, to wage a light 
against conununism; because communism is not a !le~h.less spiri!, 
it cannot exist outside of time and space and a defuute orgam
zation. It exists to the extent that it has physical embodiment. Of 
course the wcrkinrr class as a whole is su<::h an embodiment of the 
Communist idealo bnt the working maso:es, when they have 
communist instin~ts, crysialize their communist consciousness 
around a definite organization, and that is the Communist Par!Y· 
Therefore, the opposition of trade unions to the Commun_Ist 
Parties, the d~sire to sow discord teiwem them, under the gmse 
af independence, is directed, .not only against the Party as sl!ch, 
but also against communism, against the working class and agamst 
the sodd revolution. 

In their fight against '' politi~s " the Ana~cho-Syn?ic~lists 
place syndicalism against commumsm. What 1s syndicahsm? 
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first of all, by syndicalism is presumed. the t!ade uni?n movement 
as a whole, i. e. the totality of labor um?!IS m any g1v~n c.;ountry. 
Under such circwnstances the oppositiOn of synd1cahsm. to 
communism loses its meaning, for to the e!'tent that trade umons . 
embrace the organized, they at the same time embra<;e. the Com
munist section of the workc:;rs. Ther~fore the oppos1hon, of the 
trade unions to the commumst party 1s tantamout to placmg the 
communi:<t workers against thtmselves. 

,.-~om this it is evedent that syndicalism ~ignifies somethi!lg 
else as well. In fact under syndicalism is conceiVed also a certam, 
definite, ideological tendency within ~he !ab?r movement, and 
within the trade unions. The dtshngmshmg feature of the 
ideological tendency is the fact that it is pre:eminently ~s~ 
upon the trade unions. Wha~ tht;n an; the underly1!1g cha!act~tshc 
traits of syndicalism? Synd1cahsm, m the form m ";'h1ch 1t has 
crystallized itself in the course of the last two decades, 1s the theory 
of the priority of the trade union movement over the other forms 
of the labor movement. As we see, at its basis, syndicalism has an 
anarchist, anti-Party, and anti-political tendency. 

Syndicalism asserts that t~e working_ class. cr~tes. its 
vanguard in the form of trade umons and w1ll realise 1ts a1ms 
through the trade unions. 

In this corul&tion it is extremely interesting to note the 
discussions carried. on in France between the Syndicalists and 
the Communists in connecion with the resolution adopted at the 
Marseilles Congress of the Com';111;1nist Pa~ty with reference to the 
trade union movement. The opm10n cautiOusly expres~ by the 
Marseilles Congress to the ef.!ec~ that the Commumst Party 
is the vanguard of the proletanat, was sharply opposed by the 
Syndicalists. 

Syndicalism as a tenden":Y within t~e tr!lde unions strives 
to elaborate its own program, 1ts own tactics, 1ts own forms and 
methods of struggle and to weld the working masses together in 
their class action. This is also the aim of Communism. 

Therefore it is evident, that, in the countries where there is 
a syndicalist movement, we have not the oppos_itio.n of the t~ade 
unions to the party (no matter how often synd1cahsts of vanous 
shades reiterate this) but we have already the opposition of one 
party to another, and the one party is called Communist-while 
the other-Syndicalist. 

Of course the Syndicalists will be horrified at the very idea 
that they in fact represent a party, for a party (and in this respect 
the syndicalists are the successors of the anarchists) is something 
extremely offensive from their point of view. This negative idea 
of a party is created in these countires by corrupt parliamentary 
morals and extreme elasticity of the conscience and backbone not 
only of the bourgeois leaders in the West European countries but 
also oi so-called Socialist leaders of the movement. 

On the basis of this reformist practice and parliamentary 
idiocy, political action is confounded with electioneering. The· 
trouble of the syndicalists is that they fail to see the roots of their 
c;>wn theory and therefore, for them, syndicalism is something that 
rises organically out of the mass labor movement, while com
munism is something foreign originating from " suspicious 
politicians" obviously dangerous to the working class. 

Syndicalism taken as an ideological tendency in its soundest 
and most realistic form in many respects approaches communism, 
inasmuch as it not only aims at the same goal of the overthrow 
of capitalism, etc., but also puts forward the same underlying 
methods of the dictatorship of the proletariat. What then should 
be the relations between the syndicalists and communists? First 
of all , Syndicalism, as I have already stated, does not present 
a single movement-There are various tendencies in the syndicalist 
movement. There (in the syndicalist movement) we have first of 
all anarcho-syndicalists, scarcely differing from the anarchists; 
then there are revolutionary syndicalists who have already succeeded 
in drawing a certain line of demarkation between themselves and 
anarchism, and finally we have syndicalist communists who closely 
approach to communism. Syndicalism, therefore, does not present 
itself as something final, as something cast into a definite form but 
is a combination of a number of ideological tendencies which 
vacillate between anarchism and communism. 

Therefore, the problems of the Communists in those 
countries where there is a revolutionary-syndicalist trade union 
movement should be clear. 

The first ·task of the Communists is to take the initiative in 
uniting the left wing of the labor movement. Syndicalist-Com
munist are nearest to us. Of all the modern types of syndicalism 
these have really learned most from the war and the Russian 
Revolution. They understand the significai1Ce of the dictatorship of 
1he proletariat and how necessary and inevitable it is during the 
transition period. They relf<lrd the question, not from the point 
of view of abstract anar?h1st, theory concerning the problems of 

the revolution, but from the point of view of actual experience, 
from the point of view of men who desire to learn from life itself. 

This element it typified by the group known as the" Wor
kers' Lire" in France which may be characterized as a group of 
non-partisan communists. In its very nature this is a communist 
~roup. There are very many members of the Communist party 
m its ranks but it's practices extend beyond the party lines. There 
is however, nothing surprising in that, so far as France i$ 
conl-ernoo. The Communist Party of France is not an organization 
that could command political authority for all revolutionary wor
kers of the country. The party is still in process of fomation, 
not yet uniform in its ideology, and not sufficiently united and 
welded together to be able to master the mass movement of 
France, notwithstanding the fact that objectively the situatiOil 
is very faborable for a serious Communist Party. . 

There is not the slightest douhi that Communism and 
Syndicalism present two very diverse theories, different methoda 
of approaching. the problems of the labor mowment, and to the. 
methods of solving the problems confronting the working class. 

And, on all points on which there are serious differences 
wit:h the representatives of syndicalism, the communists should 
ca'rry on a firm ideological struggle against all anti-communist 
tendencies of syndicalism. Communists can in no war tolerate 
any doctrine or practice which leads to the negation o political 
parties, no matter by whom this theory is promulgated or defended. 
Hence, the necessity of a systematic and organized campai~u 
against all those anarchistic ideas and tendencies which still 
appear at the present time in f.he labor movement This, however, 
should not in the least interfere with practical and close cooper• 
ation between the Communists and the Syndicalists in their 
strug>gle not only against capital which is on the offensive bill 
also against reformism. How can we achieve this result? B,
revolution.ary act.ivity only. Syndicalism is stronger. and more 
aggressive against communism in the measure as the Commumst 
Party is weak and politically helpless. 

Wherever the Communist Party takes .. the lead, in all events 
in which it takes the initiative at the proper time, wherever it is 
capable to discern the weakest spots of our class enemies and 
to strike at them in good time, there the syndicalists, even if they 
are strong,-are compelled io follow the communists' lead. But 
whenever there is constant internal strife within the party, and 
uncertainty as to the quality of their communist convictions, there 
is hesitation in ta~ng the initiative, and normal relations 
between syndicali-sts and communists cannot be establil}hed. For 
the Communists, to jus·tify their own lack of initiaHve and 
incapacity to master the labor movement, themselves begin to 
adva·nce the theory of independence, tllus making a virtue of 
necessity. 

For Communists, the problem of the mutual relationships 
between the tmde unions and the poliHcal pa<rty does not exist 
The aim of the communists is to infuse a single communist spirit 
and a single communist will into all working class organizations. 
Only when following a definite plan and systematically accom• 
pUshing this task can the Communist Party have any meaning. 
Only such a pa·rty is a real Communist Party1 which in practice 
as well as theory works for the conquest or the trade unions. 
Therefore at the Fourth Congress very little attention need be 
paid to the theoretical aspects of this queslion; which has been sett
led long ago. If, none the less, we have to discuss the question once 
more, it is not in order to establish any new principles, but 
in order to see how our good old principles are being applied. 
And we must frankly say that they are being very badly applied 
by many communists. 

To begin with, the mutual relationships between the parties 
and the trade unions will necessarily \'ary from country to 
country. Although a theoretical unity has been secured by us 
in this matter, it is perfectly clear that great differences arise in 
the field of practice. The relations between the party and the 
trade unions vary with the cltameter of the working class 
movement, with special circumstances, with the whole political 
and soda! environment, with traditions, with the part that the 
socialist parties play in a given counry and so on. If we have 
correctly set it as our aim to win over all the trade unions to 
communism, to permeate them with the communist spirit, and 
to induce them to adopt communist tactics-it does not mean that 
we can realize our aims all in a moment, and still less that we 
can do it by using the same methods in different countries. 

Consider Britain, for instance. Here we have a country 
with a gigantic trade union mevement, old anti-political and 
anti-socialist f<radiHons, and with a very small Communist Party 
numbering a couple o! thousand members. As tar as Britain is 
concerned, to s·peak of relationships between the Party and the 
trade unions, in the full sense of the word is almost 
meaningless. The trade unions are hostile to the Party. 
In such a country, we must speak not of relationships 
between the Party. and the tr·ade unions in general, but of 
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~Iationships hetween the Party and that pait of the revolutionaTy 
union:s, which is growing upon the soil of the develOping class 
war. In this Tespect in each country the pTaclical problem is a 
different one. As far as BrHain is concern~, we see dearly 
1bat ii would be disas-trous if the Party were content to organise 
its forces only wi1ihin its little Party nuclei. The aim here must 
be to create a more numerous opposition trade union movement. 
OuT aim must be that our Communist groups should act as a 
point of crystallization round which the opposition elements will 
ooncentrate. The aim must be to create1 to marshall, to integrate 
tbe opposition forces, and the Commumst Party will itself grow 
roncurrently with the growth of the opposition. There must 
be established a relationship between the Party organization and 
the opposition which by its very nature is heterogenous,-in such 
a manner that the Communists could not be charged with striving 
to mechanically dominate the entire opposition mevernent. This 
goal, i. e. the goal of winning the working masses for Communism, 
we must work for under these circumstances "With the utmost care, 
ckfiniteness and staying power. 

The task in the United States is of much the same character. 
Here we have a small C9mmunist Party and a fairly luge oppo
sition trade union movement, its forces being organized in the 
Trade Union Educational League. What is the task of the 
communists in the States? They must wmk within the trade 
union movement upon the platform of the Trade ·Union Ed:ucatio
aal League. What it the League's program? Simply the program 
of ite R.I.L.U. Of course ii is less rounded up less clear than 
ihe program of the Communist ln1ernat:ional. The program of 
tbe Trade Union Educational League of America is of course less 
c'lear1 less definite, less specific than the program of the Com
mull'ISt Par·ty of America. But it cannot have t•his precise character, 
:inasmuch as it aims at uniting all the opposition elements. Our 
iask in America :is to assemlble the force.> of the entire anti· 
Oompers opposition. The Party must show the greatest per
sistence in a1di·ng in the work of the League, seeing that within 
~ very brief period the League has been aJble to develop tremen
eous enepgy in i1s mganisational work. Our task in America 
is to help the League to nlly Hs forces to induce syrnpathisers 
'\\·ith communism to give their adive support to the League, to 
strive by all available means to assist it m the struggle against 
Gompersism, whidt is corrupting the American labom movement. 
Of course the Party has to consider the question of method in 
extendling its influence. But influence in the working class move
ment is secured neHher by oresolutions nor by cerlain successul 
decisions of the Central Execut·ive Committee, but by the work , 
done by communists in theiT respecti·ve l'll!bour mganisations. 
We must, therefore, speak less or, if you wiU, not at aH about 
oontrol of the activities of the League, for such talk leads only 
1o a mechanical oont-rol, or ral·her to an a-ttempt at mechanical 
interlerence in worlc which by Hs very natme, the party oan 
aei1her C3Jrry on nor accomplish. 
. The problem of communist i•nfluence in the trade unions 

is first of all an organizational matter of the Party. We must 
first of all create a strongly welded and a serious political party. 
We must atlntct to the ranks of our mganisation the largest 
jlossible number of workers from the various branches of the 
labour movement, we must weld our own mertlbership together 
by inner disdpline, then our iniluence itt the t·rade unions will 
grow, without stop. The influence of the Party in the trade 
1mions is directly proportional to its work among the masses, 
1o its political resonance. The aim then, must be to make that 
potitical influence solid by organisational nreans. We have to 
-point out that our orgamsational work in the trade un·ions is 
always lagging behind OW" political work. 
. Germany offers a ~ood example of this. In Germany there 
is a very large comrnumst movement, and in round figures the 
Communist Party exercises influence upon approximately one 
third of the membership of the Amsterdam trade unions. B11t, 
if you try to stim<le our forces there in point of organiza
iion, you will at once find that this huge mass is 
very badly welded together, that there is no proper cohesion 
between all these masses marching behind our banner 
and that the work of crystallisin_g- our political successes into a 
pro~r organisation is lagging behind. This contrast between the 
rapid growth of ooc politkal influence and the extremely slow 
process of making the spreading revolutionary ideas solid in an 
adequate organisation is a very dangerous feature of the German 
woiiking class mQvement. The result may be that at a given 
moment of fierce political struggle the . Party may be lacking 
sufficient organisational centres to concentrate the whole revo
Iutioniary energy and to lead it with the utmost efficiency. 

Of course, in Germany, the pToblem of the relationships 
between the Party and the trade unions has assumed and assumes 
~ifferent forms from those of Britain and the United States. In 
Germany the most acute phase of the problem concerns more 
especially the relationships between the Party and the Union of 

Hana and Brain Workers. lt is well known that this 
union was ?rig:inally founded *rough the iuitiative of the Sparta
cus org~msatw.n. The Communis.t ~arty ha~ su~sequently 
changed Its tactics towards the trade umons. This umon with a 
membership of .150,000 wor~<ers is regarded all the time by many 
of the t~ade umon commumsis of Germany as an obsfacle to the 
commumst movement. 1 here seems to be a ~ertain abstract 
approach to the practical question and a misunderstanding of 
our slogan of the conquest of. the trade unions. "If our tactics 
a-re those of not ~plitting but conquer!ng the unions, then it 
follo~s that th~ Umon of Hand and Bra~n Workers has no right 
to. extst-th.at 1~ the way some CO!IJli11Ulllsts are _reasoning. Hut 
th~s reason.mg IS purely mc;taphystcaL The Umon does in fact 
exist, and m the concrete ctrcumstances now prevailing in Ger
many, it wiJ.I continue to exist for. some years to come. In as much 
as it exists, it naturally endeavours to increase its membership. 
No organisation can exist without continuing to enroll new 
members. Otherwise the Union may lose all of its members to the 
last man, due to their natural death. 

. · The -Party must compeHts members to pursue a communist 
P?licy. The entire controversy anent this question, the whole 
dtspute of the last few month~ should have· been conducted on 
just this level. But instead of insisting on the principle that the 
mel!lbers of tht; Communist Party must pursue a communist 
pohcy, the questiOn was propounded as to the relationship of the 
Party to the Union, and thereby the matter grew more com1 
plicated, and involved. Fortunately, at the last congress the 
problem of the Union of Hand and Brain Workers was 
more or less settled. The wrong approach to the subject is due 
to the tendency to work exclusively, within the old unions and to 
the desire to do away with all kinds of independent organizations 
under any circumstances. . 

In Italy the Trade Union movement and the political Par• 
ties are closely allied. The example of the Syndicalist Union 
pToves nothing, as this organisation has no influence ui>on the 
labour movement. The General Confederation of Labour and the 
Communist Party represent the strongest force in the labour 
movement. In reference to l·taly every discussiQn on the inter
relationship between the· Party and Trade Unions is unnessary 
and purposeless. 

Of a peculiar character is the problem of the relationships 
between the Party and the Trade Unions in France. Here we 
have an old syndicalist union and a young Communist Party 
itself is just as keen in defending the autonomy and interest of 
the Trade Union movement, as are the syndicalists themselves. 
It is known that the French syndicalis1s have attacked with 
particular vehemence the resolution adopted at the First Congress 
of the R.I.L.U. when an alliance was formed between the two 
Internationals (the Comintern and the R.I.L.U.) and a resolution 
was adopted that in every country the revolutionary unions and 
the Communist Parties should work together in all attackt? and 
defensive acts. The most remarkable fact is that the reso1ution 
was opposed not only from the rads of the syndicalists, but also 
from those of the Communist Party. Members of the C.P. in
sisted with particular emphasis on the need for independence 
and autonomy, referring particularly to the traditions of the 
French working class movement. If we are to talk about tradi
tions, we must say that this tradition is a very bad one. It 
flourished upon the opportunjst soil of the French Socialist 
Party, and it was natural and reasonable during that period. 
When the Socialist Party was a reformist Party the independence 
from the Socialist Party mean1 independence from opportunism 
and reformism. Every communist must fight for independence 
of such a kind. But where we have to do with a Communist 
Party, which ought to be free from the ailments of its socialist 
predecessors, this theory loses its significance. We have here· 
nothing at all to do with historical tradition. . 

The Amiens Charter was appropriate in 1906 when it 
was necessary to resist the opportunist party inflicted by Parlia
mentary cretinism. Then it was in accordance with the demands 
of the time. But when one attempts now to apply the Amiens 
program to all countries, when one attempts to make of it an 
mternational program, ignoring !he tremendous change wrought 
by the Russian Revolution and the Communist International, then 
one inevitably congeals in formulae, one does not see life and one 
runs the risk of spending one's life in these f.ormulae. In this 
respect .France is a country of wonders on independence from 
their party and, jointly with syndicalists, they get the Ad
ministrative Commission of the United Confederation of Labour 
to adopt resolutions to the effect that th-e expulsion from the
party of a leader of a labour union will be regarded as an un
friendly act towards the UniteJ Confederation of Labour. 

In France we have really two Parties-not two Communist 
Parties-the Party of the Left and the Party of the Centre, but 
two Parties of which one i.s the French Communist Section of the 
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Comlnlern while the other is caHed the Syndicalist Party. \}'e 
should not. conceal the real stale of affairs: the Syndicalists re-. 
present a party, which ~oes }lOt cal~ itseH a party .. In the French 
Communi.st Party we fmd approx1mately four dtff~rent tenden
cies; in the Syndicalist Party there are four or five such ten-
dencies. · 

When we tell. the Anarcho-Syndicao!ists that they are a 
Party they become fiercely enraged and express the utmost, sur· 
prise. We, a .Party? We should s:~:y n.ot; we a~e. only worKers. 
AccordinP." to the notion of the syndi.cahsts a political party con" 
sists of elements outside tbe working class, whereas their party 
has grown organically within the organi&ed labour body. 

What distinguishes the French Communist Party and in 
particular its attitude towards the Trade Union movement? For 
illustration we shall cite a few instances .. 

But fir~t of all what is it that characterises the. Gomrrm
nis·t Party in general"~ It is the fact tha every one of .its mem
bers recognises the necessity to work within the proletariat, re
cognises the necessity for an organic connection of the pany with 
the working class and recognises the fact that the party repre
sents the vanguard of the labour movement. Let the syndicalists 
think about it whatever they please, but to be in the party means 
precisely to strive for this purpose and no other. 

On the eve of the Paris Congress of the French Commu
nis•! Party a very interesting debate arose on the th•eses presented 
by Comrade Rosmer. 

Against these theses a bloc was effected between some of 
our friends affiliated to the Communist International and the 
Anarcho-Syndicalists who were also opposed to these theses. 
Whenever a bloc is effected between communis's and people stand
ing outside the communist party, this must be recognised as a 
symptom of a disease which must be cured at all costs. Some 
comrades, members of the French Communist Party, were so 
"frightened by these theses that when they were rejected by the 
central commii!ee of the Parly, the "lnternationale" wrote: "The 
Central CormniHee saved the party, for the theses contained some 
very dangerous things». -

After the Congress the "Bulletin CommuniS'!" published 
an article by Comrade Sutiff, administrative secretary of the 
Party, who relates the history of these theses in words which 
deserve lo be reproduced here: 

"The Lef! presented to the Central Committee a resolution 
which offers an entirely unacceptable Trade Union policy. This 
resolution slates !hat the Communist Party holds that the parry 
expresses more exactly the aspiraiions of the working class and 
is the most carable of achieving its emancipation". 

A communist, who is the admjnistrative secretary of the 
French Communist Par<y, is protesting against a resolution affir
ming that the Communist Party expresses best the aspirations of 
the working class. Syndicalists may protest it as their right. We 
may argue with them, but we are entirely at a loss to _comprehend 
the protest of the Communist Party, and still more, of its secre
tary. If the party does not express the aspirations of the work
ing class th€!1 what are its purposes? Is it to be engaged in 
parliamentarism and in writing. newspaper acticles? The Co
min tern understands the tasks of the party quite differently. 

Every member of the Party should be deeply convinced 
that his party expresses better than any other the aspirations 
of the working class. Without this conviction we shall never be 
able io do anything and will be all the time compelled to remain 
passive. A party which is lacking such a deep conviction is not 
a Conummist Party. And when even the secretary of the party is 
scared by such an idea, it shows clearly that the party is af 
slicted with disease. 

Sutiff writes further: "Especially important is the fact that 
the thest:s propose to owanise within the United General Con
federati-on of Labour something in the nature of a Commun-ist 
General Confederation of Labour''. This is untrue. This resolu
tion states that the Communists should unite not only on the 
terri Ioria! basis, i. e. by sections and districts, but also by 
federa !ions, etc. 

There are such members of the French Communist Party 
who, as soon as they begin to work in the trade unions, leave 
th~ir membership cards outs; de the haH. When they join a trade 
unwn, they forget that they are cotnmunists. Being communists 
at party m.eetings, they reser.ve the right to do anything they 
please outside the party meetmgs and often they figure as the 
most zealous exponents of the independence and autonomy of the 
trade union movement 

The ·Comintern does not desire to su1bordinate the trade 
unions. A Communist Party, which would declare that it wotild 

like to submit to itself th~ trade union~ would s)lowtllat it is 
lacking. an elemeritary under:standing of thi(t~diCs ot Jhf Co~ 
m;ntern~ But the Communist Party" mu~t see 'tii 'it that every 
communist who is a member of the Party should reriJ.ain a eom~ 
munist everywhere. We must strive to have the trade .union move
ment permeated by communist spirit and insist that the members 
of the Party who are at the same .time members of trade unions 
should continue to remain members of the Party at all times. 
The Communist Party is not created through mobilisation. ·.No
body joins the Party by a decree, and, therefore, if you joirr the 
Party voluntarily, you take upon yoUi ~olr voluntary, but at the 
same time strict obligations. It is altogether inadmissible that 
members of the Party should say: We are entirely independent in 
our trade union tactics. 

Let us cite one more example. The last number of the "La 
Lutte des Classes" contains an article or, more correctly, a de
claration signed by Comrades Monat, Schenbelliou, Orlieange, 
Charbit, etc. Of these six comr:ades, only Monat is not a mem
ber of the Communist Party. In this declaration we read: 
''Among us some are members of the Party and some are not, 
but we are all rev,olutionary syndicaHsts, i. e. we attribute to the 
trade union the basic role in the revolutionary struggle for the 
emancipation of the proletariat and assign to the Party only an 
auxiliary and not a leading part." 

We must ask why these revolutionary syndicalists are 
members of the Party. We are entirely unable to understand 
why a member of the Party, who knows the reasons of his '~· 
longing to the Party and cannot be suspected of endeavouring to 
become a deputy in Parliament, remains in the Party if he as
cribes to it only a secondary imnortance. This question can be 
explained historically. The Communist Par(y of France is not 
homogenous h1 ils makeup. It is constituted of different ict.eolo
gical elements. The old ideology of every component part entered 
along with it into the Party and took root in it. 

The theses presented to the Fourth Congress of the c~ 
mintern contain a paragraph s~ating: If, in a country where a 
really revolutionary syndica1ist movement exists, there is a Com
munist Party which 1s lacking sufficient strength and influence 
in the trade union movement, there it is evident that the inter-relati
onship between the parties and the trade unions shoutd be deter
mined according to th•:! relative strength of the organisations. 
St,ch an inter-relationship must be established because, without 
the co-operation of the Red Trade Union International and the 
Communist International, the revolutionary labour movement wiU 
be crushed by the onslaught of capitalism. 

However, we have in France on the one hand a Communist 
Party, which itself is in favor of autonomy and independence 
of trade union movement, and, on the other, the labour unions 
which are insisting still more on autonomy and independence of 
trade union movement. The Communist International is, o1 
course, certain that the assurances of the Anarcho-Syndicalists 
that the trade unions alone will achieve the social revolution have 
no serious foundation. We also doubt the feasabilily of the 
slogan "All power to the trade unions." But every country has 
such relationships between the political party and the trade 
unions as its own Communist Party deserves. The realities of 
the struggle, the growin~ contradictions in France, the fierce 
offensive of the bourgeoisie, all this will force the French wor
kers-the communists no less that the syndicalists-to change 
their views wi.th ref;ard to mutual relationship between the Party 
and the trade muons. Let them "autonomously" establish 
their mutual relations as best they may, and as they wish. Life 
wHI teach them its lessons showing that the victory is not 
to those who preach "the autonomy" and "the independence 
of the trade nnion movement", but to !'hose who endeavour to 
s,acure that every form of the workhig class movement is 
permeated with a single communist spirit and with a single com
munist will. 

The more acute the struggle between the revolutionarr 
workers and the bourgeoisie, the more conspicuous is the alliance 
and unity between the reformists and contemporary bourgeois 
society. · 

It was pointed out above that the attack of the Amster
damers on the revolutionary unions has grown fiercer con
currently with the development of the capitalist offensive ... This 
alliance is especially conspicuous in relation to the unity of 
the trade union movement, a matter which interests not us 
alone who know that the trade union movement must, surely 
tlwugh slowly, come to understand the necessity of strnggle with 
the rule of capital, and that the capitalist offensive can only 
have a successful issue when the trade unions have either beett 
completely destroyed, or else broken up into warring groups. 
The salvation of the bourgeoisie is in the disorganization . of 
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the workiug class mo~emeni, inlts disintegration, in the breaking 
up of the organizations create•? by the workers !n the. course· 
of the struggle. Thus th.e umty of the trade umon movement 
is a menace· to. the rule of capitalism, for the pressure of 
capital forces these· huge reformist organizations to move. to 
the left, and in proportion as they move to the left, the workmg 
class has a better chance of victory. Perfectly natural, therefore, 
is the desi:re of the bourgeoisie to split tbe tra.de unions, to 
break them up into fragments, and then crush. the :warring fac
tions one after another. It must be noted that m th1s matter the 
Amsterdamers do what they are told by their masters. During 
the last year the expulsi~ns of the revolutionary unions we~e 
especially numerous. It IS known for example, that the spht 
in the french General Confederation of. Labour was developmg 
under the open "ideological" influence of the French bo'!rgeoi.sie 
and its agents. It is a no less familiar fact that t~e· ~tsrup1~ve 
activities of the Czecho-Slovak1an Amsterdamers comc1ded With 
a severe economic depression and with a capitalist offensive 
against the working class. The worse the position of the 
workers in Germany, the more loudly do the A_ms~erdm~ers 
vociferate that the danger is from the left and 1f IS plamly 
proposed to free themselves from this danger by ridding the 
ranks of their revolutionary elements. 

Unfortunately this question of a split in the world's trade 
union movement is now put on the order ofthe day • That does 
.not depend on us. It was not we communists who caused 
the split. During the recent years we were striving to carry 
on a .struggle within the trade unions, to switch the movement 
on to new tracks, the labour organizations, but we are all the 
time systematically defending our slogan of conquest gf the 
trade unions, not their deslruction. It is not owing to us _that a 
split became the issue. What ougbt we to do? What IS our 
task? What. must the communist do in view of this greatest 
menace to all the gains of the working class? The communists 
must redouble their efforts and mobilize aH means at their 
di-sposal to offer resistance to a split. The communists' slogan 
must be "We will not permit a split!" No split! Because it 
will weaken the labour movement in each country. There must 
be no split, for a split would throw back the working class by 
many years, would weaken its powers of resistam:e, would give 
the employers a new weapon against the worki·ng class, a ~1ew 
possibility of strengthening their rule.. We will not permit a 
split! But this must be something more than a mere slogan. 

· It must be our starting point in all our practical activities. Every 
step taken by the _communists in the ,tra~e unions ~us~ have 
in view the establishment and strengthemng of umty Ill our 
organizations. Where a split has already occurred, where, despite 
our efforts and against our will, parallel organizations have 
already been created, there the communists must carry on an 
earnest· and systematic struggle to reunite the separate parts. 
The struggle has to be waged on two fronts. It has to be waged 
against the reformists, the agents of the bourgeoisie, who wish 
by all means. in their power to split the workers' movement in 
order to weaken it, and it m'l!st also be wage? with equal z~al , 
against those so-called left wmg elements wh1ch seek salvatiOn 
for the working class in the splitting .of the trade unions. This 
leftism has nothing in common· with our revolutionary Marxist 
viewpoint. There are leftists of this type i·n France who 
willingly walk into the traps of the reformists' provocations. ~hey 
ATe· anxious to be left all to themselves as soon as possible. 
We have such leftists in Czecho-Slovakia who imagine that the 
best thing for the workers' organizations is to isolate themselves 
from the other workers' organizations. Such is the viewpoint 
of the leaders of the Union of Agriculiural Workers who only 
a year ago did everything in their power to remain outside the 
general trade union movement of Czecho-Slavakia. "A united 
trade union movement", this is our slogan, and that is why 
the communists must not withdraw their members from the 
reformist trade unions. lf they do so and these communists are 
transferred to the revolutionary unions, we shall not be in a 
position to expect the necessary influence on the reformist orga
nizations and to induce these to unite with the revolutionary 
organizations. 

In these circumstances the communists must pay serious 
attention to applying in fuH the tactics of United Front. It is 
9uite o!wious that, without an ag~eement between para!J.el unions, 
it will be impossible to beat down the capitalist onslaught upon 
the most elementary conquest of the working class. The com
munists must ma:ke dear to the masses the need for agreement 
among the unions, the need for a joint struggle to keep up 
wages, to raise the standard of life, etc. In such cases we must 
c<lmpel the leaders of the parallel unions to enter into agreements 
for . joint action. This must become the program. of practical 
actio,n for. the Communist Party itself. In such oases no attention 
thould be paid to the attacks of the reformists, of unteasonably 

zealous anarcho-syntliealists, nor even of Commun'ists. With 
great: persistence and exertion we must sys!ematica!Jy carry out 
this policy which in action, if.· applied in practice will lead,- to 
reunion of the parallel and rivalorganizations. 

The struggle for unity of the trade union movement is the 
most important task of the Communist Parties of all' coufltries. We 
know why the reformists want to split the trade union movement. 
Not only do ihey wish to rid themselves of continuous critis:ism 
and of the revolutionary ferment, but they want by means of a 
split to make the social revolution itself impcssible~. Having made 
up their minds never to rdnain in a minority the Amsterdamers 
had to arrive logically at th·e· conclusion to split the world-wide 
trade union movement. This is all the more necessary for them since 
the confidence of the workers to their re'ormislic promises is 
steadily vanishing day by day. Every day the capitalist offensive 
drives new nails into the coffin of in!ernatiortal reformism, for the 
strength of reformism lay in the con£.essions of the bourgeoisie. 
It is true that the bourgeoisie made concessions only because it was 
afraid of the revolutionary movement; but in any case immediately 
after the war the reforn,:sts, intheir role of intermediaries, cou~d 
show the workers that the reformist tactics were having a certain 
measure of success. The rank and file worker failed to see that the 
reforms were not the outcome of reformistic tactics but were 
granted in spite of such tactics, he failed to notice that the zeal 
of the bourgeoisie for reform ran parallel with the growth or 
revolutionary discontent and revolutionary uprisings. When 
1he revolutionary wave subsid.ed, the bourgeois tactics. 
changed from defence to attack. At present it ~s plai_n 
to evrery rank and file worker th!lt refo_rmtsi!l 1s 
bankrupt; reformism proved helpless to. retam what 1t claims to 
have secured during the first years. after the war. The Inter
national Labour Bureau, the League of Nations, ail ~he loudly 
proclaimed promises of.th·e Vers·ailles Treaty-all. this Is e_xposed' 
now in its nakedness and true colours. Reformism, on Its last 
legs, scenting its imminent ileath, endeavours ~y any means in 
its power, to disorganise the ranks of the workmg class, so t~at 
the prolet~riat may be rendered unable. to repl~ce the tumblmg 
bourgeoisie. In answer to the systematic sphttmg of the trade 
union movement we communists must declare all together and 
each Communist' Party separately, that, cost what it may, we 
will preverit the split. 

To prevent a split becom~s ever:y: day mo_re and more 
difiicult. The Amsterdamers, havmg dtcided to _nd themselves 
of the revolutionary workers, take steps accordmgly. The ex
pulsion of Communists has become a normal incident of current 
life. The Communist International as well as the sepa~ate 
Communist Parties are confronted with the problem of strugglmg 
against these expulsions. What do the Amsterdanters hop2 to 
gain by them? They want to iso~ate the communist leaders from 
the sympathisers with commumsm among the masses of the 
workers. They want to detach the most advanced. revolu~ionary 
elements from the working masses in order to c~ntm~e the!! own 
influmce upon the members of the trade umons m _pomt of 
organization a.nd ideal. It is ev~dent t~at t~e Commun~st Inter
I'ational cannot tolerate these taches of 1solatmg commumsts from 
the working class movemen.t.. The com~unisls ar~ in ~avor oi 
unity, but they cannot sacnf.1ce commumsm t_o th1s umty. "fhe 
task of the immediate future .Is to carefully estimate the prachcal 
value of a series of mesures to counteract this epidemic of 
expulsions. It is known that the expulsi?ns affect, first of a111 
the leaders. In Germany there has been mtro~uc~. a syste~ ot 
expelling elected communists. In c;zecho-?Jovakia 1t IS done I''! a 
simpler m. anntr. There the Execuhve dec1ded to expel the Umon 
of Chemical Workers and the Union of Woodworkers 110,000 
workers in all. · 

Every country has its special m~thod of d~aling with the 
communists. This is why the Commumst par!Y 111 eac~ country 
must also have its own methods of hghtmg agamst t~e 
destruction of trade unions by reformists. Still tht;re are _certam 
general questions whic~ apply to all c~untnes.. First cf 
all it is necessary to pomt out t.h~t. ~ommun~st ~arhes _are not 
makin~ sufficient use of the poss1b1hhes. for ~1ghhng agm_nst. the 
expulswns, according to the rul~s ~ontamed m the ~nshtuh~ns 
of the various unions. The conshtutwns of all the umons pro\ tde 
that members may be expelled for. specific offenses .. But, as far 
as I know, the rules do not provtde fo~ the expulsiOn ol com
munists simply because they are commumsts. None the les~, there 
Have been numerous expulsions, and refuEals to .recogm_se the 
validity of tlections, simply on this ground. Is 1t possible to 
carry on the fight upo_n the bat.tlegro~nd afford~d by . the tr~de 
union rules and regulations? I thmk this could be done m a g_I~at 
many countries. The trade union. r~les afford ample opl?ortumtu;s 
for such a fight. If we merely ms1st on our formal nghts, ih1s 
will make no impression on the Amsterdamers .. ~t would be 
extremely naive of us to entertain any dou~t upon th!s even f.or a 
moment. lit is not with such a thought 111 our mmds that we 
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suggest the utilizatioa of all the statutory rights assured to every 
member of the trade union. It is necessary to make extensive 
agitation and propaganda among the ~embers of • the trade 
unions; it is essential that we should ra1se the queshon of the 
expulsions at every geueral meeting, in every delegates' assembly 
ani indeed wherever workers ol the industry are affected by 
expulsions. In some countries our comrades have merely 
published one or two articles in the newspapers, and that luis 
been the end of the matter. lnstaed the expulsion of only 
one communist from a trade union ought to be made the occasion 
lor persistent political agitation among the members of th~ u~ion1 
and the reinstakment of the expelled members should be ms1stea 
on. There should be an extensive campaign against the expul· 
aions carried on in mills and factories. The question of ex
pu's:ons can be raised at any time. Especially just now, in ~his 
hour of the capitalist orfensave, which is extremely critical. for 
the working class, every worker understands that the expulSions 
are nothing short of treason. To expose the hidden reaS(>_llS for 
the expulsions, to make their real causes clear to every worker
this must be the task of communist agitation and propaganda. · 
Such facts should not be allowed to pass with impunity f.o~ the 
trade union bureaucrats. Only when they know that every 1e1dent 
of the kind will serve as materal for their exposure for years to 
come and not merely for a day or two, will they think twice and 
then think again before. they dare to expel or drive communists 
from the trade unions. furthermore, some local union elects 
its own officals. 1 he Central Executive refuses to ratify the 
election. Such cases have occur ed in Germany. The question arises 
-what is there to do? Have new elections? They are sure to give 
the same political result as regards the complexion of the local 
Executive. Usually the refusa1 to ratify the election bas been 
accompanied by the expulsion of the elected persons. What is to 
be done? Should we content ourselves in such cases with mere 

· agitation, or should we take further steps? It would obviously 
be wrong to rest content with a mere protest. Since local unions 
have elected commumsts, and have done so with due observance 
of the rules, the expulsion or the refusal to ratify the elected 
persons is a shameless violation of the most elementary de
mocratic rights of the members of the unions. If the bond 
between tlie members of the unions and t he comrades 
they have elected is something more than a casual one, if the 
rank and file have deliberately elected communists because they 
are communists, then the .local organisations, for the sake of 
saving the union and for the sake of preserving the integrity of 
the working class movement, should refuse to obey the orders of 
the Central ExeClltive. 

Something must be done to put an end to the stubbo111.11ess 
and the usurped power of the Amsterdamers. Of course, a 
serious conflict is possible. The representatives of the Central 
Executive could expel the entire local organization for insub
ordination. But no local organization need comply with the de
mands of the ·Central Executive when these are an infringement 
of the rules. We do not want a split, but this by no means 
signifies that we can allow the reformists to do exactly what 
they like about the unions. 

However much we fight against a split, we shall all the 
time have to face a!Nressive acts of the reformists against our
seives. Hence the chief task of the communists is to allow the 
elements expelled from the trage unions to remain scattered for 
a single moment. The question how io unite the expelled is one 
of extreme importance. Among the communists there are some 
comrades who make such a fetish of unity that they think ihe 
mere assembling and uniting. of the expelled involves an attack 
on the unity of the trade union movement. Tbis is utterly untrue, 
and is an extremely dangerous viewpoint. Whoever brings the 
expelled together, whoever assembles the elements that have ibeen 
dispersed by the reformist policy, is in fact working for the re
establishment. ?f the lost u~ity; he is creating the prerequi-sites 
for the re:umtmg of the split and sc!!Hered parts. .According to 
the cond11Jons of the struggle, accordmg to the special features of 
of a union a yariety of organisati?ns are possible. In Germany 
for example, m some cases, certam elements can unite to form 
ull'ions. of the expelled; others join the Union of Manual and 
Intellectual Workers. There is no s-ingle form or method for the 
strugg)e against the policy of splitting the unJons. It is necessary 
1o esllmate every prad1Cnl s·lep separately and according. to 
circumstances, adopt the one practical measure or the other. We 
must bear in mind that .jn certain definite condititions it may be 
possible and permissible to withold the payment of dues to 
the central e~utive. If the Ct:ntral Executive has expelled the 
elected executive of a local or~amsation, then pendj.~ the decision 
of ~he maHer, the local orgamsation is justifed and m some cases 
obliged to .re~use payment of dues to the centre. This does not 
mean th~t 1t .1s necessary to preach non-payment of dues to the 
loca~ umon 1tse!f. ~y no means. Every member of the unio11 
contmues to pay hiS· dues. These $'lllllS remain in the local 

treasury, and oo the books an account is to be kept of t{te asoounts 
payable to headquarters in accordance with the rules, but these · · 
amounts 111re not handed over until the dispute is settled. Is this 
a unrversal method of struggle? Of course not. In specia! 
circumstances, under defini~e conditions, it may become one of 
the methods and means of the struggle. In aitd by itself, tbiil 
struggle can only give definite results if it assumes a mass 
character. Of oourse every communist must individually do all 
in his power to prevent such expulsion. But in this matter it is 
essential to involve in the campaig'll of protest aU sympathising 
organisations, whether looal or national. What should be the 
forms the protest movement of those sympathising with the 
expelled should assume? Here again it is extremely difficult to 
determi-ne 'the forms of the protest. There can, 'however, be ab
solutely no doubt that such a protest is necessary, that united 
action is absolutely indispensable to put an end to the orgy of 
expulsions. Whetlier these organisations will adopt, the organi· 
sational form of protest, the financial or aity other form-is 
again a concrete question. Undoubtedly each country will find. 
in accordance with !<>Call conditions, hundreds of means of 
protest against the expu!sions. The important point is that the 
Parties should not hmit themselves to resolutions, that titer 
should realise that, unless they succeed in checking this f1oOO 
of expulsions, unless they can beat down the Amsterdamers' 
omlaught, the International labour movement wial be rent asunder,. 
and the hour of the victory over the bourgeoisie will be put oil. 

Let us remember that the epidemic of expuisiona 
increased after the Second and the Two and a Half Internationals 
united and that it has affected not. only single countries but also 
the international organisations of various industries. Thus, 
during the past year, quite a number of revolutionary unions have 
been expelled or refused admission by the international secretariata 
of their respective industries. A number of Russian trade uniou. 
were refused admission, such as the metal workers, leather wor· 
kers, textile workers, oommunal service employees, wood workers, 
tranSipOrt workers, postal telegraph employees etc. The only 
Russ1an trade union accepted by the international federation waa· 
that of the provis;on workers and they too were accepted only condi· 
tionally. In all countries the revolutionary unions are confronted 
with the question how the revolutionary unions are to be brought 
together. Hitherto we have had international industrial propa:. 
ganda committees. These systematic expulsions of entire unions 
frolii the international federations may compel the . revolutionary 
unions to pass beyond propaganda committees and to found a 
bureau for the organisation of new internationals. This is not 
a problem of the distant future, it is a matter of the present 
moment. What ougbt the communists to do in thi-s field? We 
have to call the attention to the fact that even t•hose few com.~ 
munists who ~rticipate in the international industrial committees 
show too h!tle conc~m a the expulsion of their revolutioriarJ 
comrades. Thts shows ftrsi of all that not all those who call them• 
selves communists are really communists. Within the near future 
the revolutionary unions of all countries will be oompelled to 
unite by industnes in order to struggle by their combined force 
for the creation of a single international in each ind.ustry. Here, 
too, the communists must render all ~ible assistance to those 
organisations which are doing on an mternational scale the work 
which the revolutionary workers are carrying on in each country. 

However difficult may be the struggle of the communists 
in the trade union movement and no matter how the reformist may 
be provoking us to a split, we nevertheless shaH continue to battle 
for the slogan which Wi\S already adoptet by the Second Congress 
of the Communist International "The Conquest of the Trade 
Unions, not iheir Destruction." The two years that have elapsed 
since then have shown the soundness of these tactics. The t•heory 
that the trade unions must be destroyed had its birth in the impa• 
tiwce of many of the communists, and frequently also in the lack: 
of strength necessary for the struggle against the reformist 
bureaucracy. What would have happened by now to the Com
munist lnterootional had it advocated such a view? It would not 
have been able to do a tenth part of the woflk w:hich it has done 
within t•he trade unions of all lands. 

The communists must set vigorously to work, where the 
masses assemble, and in the very strongholds of the reformists. Let 
the reformists persecute us to curry favour with the bourgeoisie. 
l.et them try to eradicate the communist virus. Let them endea• 
vour, in aUiance with the bourgeoisie, to destroy the constantly 
growing opposition. Vain will be their efforts. Communism is 
not a chance doctrine, it is not something artificially implanted; 
it is an organic groMh from the living substance of the working 
masses. It is the embodiment of something which ferments a~d 
ripens among the workers by a natural process. The Comtttunist 
International is a conscious expression of the unconscious histori.o 
cal process. It would, therefore, be folly to hold aloof from 
unceasing, steadfast, and systematic work within the uni01,1s., . :ll 
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weuld be folly to adopt the watchword: Let us cut loose from the 
mass organisations and found little unions of our own. No! Let 
others work for the destr1,1ction of the unions. The bourgeoisie 
is destroying them; the reformist tacties destroy and weaken the 
trade union organisations of the working class. It is not for the 
communists to participate in any such endeavour. Very few 
people remain now who have not been taught by the experience of 
the last few years. Nevertheless, there still remain a few ec
centrics of ,this way of thinking-in the United States, in 
Germany, and in certain syndicalist quarters. It seems to them 
that the working class movement would grow if onlv the commu
nist saints could be carefully segregated from the reformist 
sinners, if only the communist working class found nice, neat, 
pure little unions of their own. In reality, the v:orking class 
movement as a whole would infalHbly suffer il any such course 
were adopted. It would suffer because the communist ferment, 
1he communist consciousness, the communist energy and the com
munist initiative would be withdrawn from their natur3;l sphere 
ofaction. There would be an artifical withdrawal of the motive 
force of the revolution, and a terrible blow would be dealt to the 
working class and to commmJism. That is why the communist 
slogan must be the conquest of the trade unions. 

·Now what do we mean by the conquest of the trade unions? 
Here we trench upon the weak side of our communist work in 
many lands. In certain countries the conquest of the trade 
unions is understood to mean the conquest of the leading oositions 
in the unions. When the secretaryships and the char imanships 
of the unions are in the hands of the communists, many Commu
nist Parties rest upon their laurels until the first shake t!P• the 
first conflict comes. Only when a serious struggle begins do 
1hey suddenly realise that the masses have not yet been won over, 
and that to win the leading posts is not yet equivalent to the con
quest of the trade unions. That has been the experience of the 
communists in Czecho-Slovakia, in Germany, and in many other 
countries. What do such tactics betoken? They betoken that our 
Communist Parties have nQt thought it necessary to convert 
rommunist sentiment into communist consciousness. It means 
that the communists have not yet founded adequate communist 
JIUclei, bound by strong communist discipline within the frame
work of the unions. It means that they allow ihe fate of the mass 
organisations to remain subject to chance sentiJ?enf.s, to ~he 
iflumour of this ?r that _leader. Unfortunately there .Is shllla~kmg 
jp many countnes a widespread system of commumst educatu;mal 
work, education which shall teach that the conquest of the umons 
means the conquest of the masses, !hat it means the com~unist 
~nlightenment of the masses, that 1t means the comml!mst or
ganization of fhe most forward elements, so that the u~on a~ .a 
whole may be infused from top to bottom With a commumst smnt 
and a communist consciousness. Only when the communists them
selves have united their forces and know what they want, are 
ibey capable of taking ihe initiative in consolidating 
ihe whole opposition. They must not limit. their efforts to the uni
fication of their own ranks. The Trade umon movement embraces 
aow tens of millions of persons. A union is snecifically an or
ganization of masses. Th~refore the question ~f the. relationship 
ef ihe Party to its nuclei, and of the rela~Ionsh1p of these 
Ruclei to the opposition as a whole is the most 1mportant problem 
of our communist tactics in the trade union movement. Our com
munist nuclei, our communist .groups, constitute an in~trument 
for transmission, a connecting link between the Commumst Party 
and the trade unions. When are these relationships to be esta
blished? How is the work to be distributed between these parts 
-an answer to these questions must be contained in the nractica.l 
program of actio~ of every count~y. During !he _first period of 
PJmmunist work m the trade umons, our agitation assumed a 
purely abstract character. It was a proclamation of communist 
slogans, of the necessity for the social revolution, of the struggle 
with the bourgeoisie; but this agitation was not alwavs deducted 
from the real and concrete needs of the given country. Verv often 
the setting up of Moscow and Amsterdam against each other has 
likewise assumed an abstract character. Thai is why we have 
made such a slow progress, why it is taking so long for us to 
extend our tentacles into the mass organisations. The task of 
1he Comunists is no render their propaganda more concrete, 
more practical, to better fit it to the conditions of the moment. 
And in any case, from these concrete needs of the workers of a 
given country or of a given industry, they must draw general 
tonclusions, from the practical struggle they must advance to 
ihe general task of the working class, and upon the basis of this 
practical struggle they must raise the class consciousness of the 
masses. Only such work can give us the necessary results, and 
by working in such a manner we are most likely to succeed in 
the conquest of the trade unions, to conquer the trade unions 
means to induce them- even when their leaders are against it
to realise our practical ptogram and to put our proposals in 
force. 

That is the only way in which ihe conquest of the trade 
unions can be achived. Of course to apply these tactics, to penet
rate into all the workers' organizations with our influence to 
centre the attention of the workers on our slogans we need not 
only energetic, methodical, organisatiOnal work, but also a nroper 
press. Unfortunately the Communist Parties pa·· little attention 
to our trade union organs. The trade union movement occup:es 
a di~proportiona.tely small place in the. general Party press. 
SpeCial trade umon organs are not pubhshed by all the Parties, 
and financial considerations often hit first of all the 
trade union org-an. It appears to· many communists that trade 
union matters are of minor importance; and when fiflan
cial stringency arises the trade union organs issu:.· by the com
munists are the first to be curtailed. Without the conquest of 
the trade unions, the social revolution is impossible. And to 
conquer the trade unions it will be necessary m the near future 
to pay special attention to our trade union press. We must develop 
it, must make it much more practical. ,, e must broaden the 
scope of our printed a~itation and propaganda. We must dis
cuss in our press not only questions of a general political and 
international character (these latter questions are of great im
portance, and it is essential that they should be discussed), but 
also questions of concrete, practical stru~gle, questions of wag-es, 
oq~anization, social insurance, etc. In a word, all the questions 
wh1ch interest and stir the working masses must always find 
space in our press. Our entire Party press must remember that 
without the conquest of this strongh0ld of the reformists, we 
cant10t take a single step forward. But it would, of course, be a 
mistake were we to limtt ourselves to agitation and propacranda. 
The strengthening of our political work in point of organization 
must by the first concern of every Communist Party. Otherwise the 
difference between the political development of the masses and its 
crystallisation in a proper organizatiOn will lead to a series of 
disasters. The conquest of the unions means a drawn out 
persistent systematic and concrete organisational work. It cannot 
promise immediate results, but it will e!lsure . ~ strong pr?le
tarian foundation for the great commmust edifiCe. The a1ms 
formulated by the Second Congress of the Communist Inter
national will be fulfilled all the sooner the more we steer clear 
of abstractions and the more practiall sense we show in 
putting the questions of trade union activity in the approach 
to the conquest of the masses and of the trade unions. 

Our work in the labour unions, being based upc·n a prac. 
tical and concrete program of actiw, mus.t be to veth<'-r_ the 
whole trade union movement of the world mto the fain o.t the 
Red International of Labour Unions. It is necessary tr; point out 
that during the interval between the Third and Fourth Corwresses 
there were in some parties liquidation tendencies l.o\llllnls the 
Profintern. Some have reasoned as follows. If we st3nd fur the 
United Front, for the unification of the trade union !novement, 
for the winning over of the trade u~ions and not for. thetr destruc
tion, consequently we ?Ug~t to dtssolve .the Profmtern. Then , 
there will be a real umty m the trade wuon movemen!, and the 
tasks of the communists in winning over the trade umon move
ment will thereby be ~reatly faciliated. This concept was put for. 
ward by Levi and hts partisans .in qermany. It has. also been 
noticeable amongst some commumsts Ill other comlt~tes. !"\any 
comrades did not at first understand what lay b~hmd thts ad. 
vocacy of the dissolution of the R.I.L.~. To m~nv. 1t seemed that 
there was not, disagreement on queshon& of pnnc1ple but. mere! Y 
upon a question of expediency. These comr~des were mtsta~en, 
What lay at the root of dissolving the Profmtcrn v. as the tdea 
of dissolving also the Comintern. 

What indeed does the dissolution of the Profintern really 
mean? In t'neans the refusal to perform the task of gathering all 
the revolutionary trade union forces. into an Interna.twnal centre; 
it means the leaving of the revolutJonary eleJ?"n~ 111 the. world
wide trade union movements scattered and .drsumted. I! 1t wen: 
concerned solely with communi~t factions, wtth. commumst nuclet 
in the trade unions, the questwn would be StJ?ple enoug~. A 
new international is not needed for the commu!ltst element m t~e 
trade union movement. Quite well indeed. ~td the Commun!st 
International fulfill its role leader, of umtmg: the ~ommun~st 
movements in all countries. The task of th~ Profii~~ern _'IS t~ um.te 
the revolutionary trade union movement m all t.s dtve~sity, m 
all its multiformity. Under this c.at~gorr com.e commumsts and 
syndicalists of every shade of opnuon, mcludmg t~ose who are 
merely revolutionary-minded workers of the left wmg-all those 
who are opposed to the class peace and who desire to carry o.n 
the proletarian struggle against capitalism and its agents. T)ns 
is why !he dissolution of the R.I.L.U. means reallY: the n31~:owmg 
down of the whole basis of International commumst actiVIty, a!ld 
in its turn must logically lead to the dissolution of ~ommumst 
organizations. The Extended Executive of the Commtern ,has 
put an end to this "dissolutioniei" tendency. No longer noes 
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there exist, even one Communist Party i_n which th~· idea of the 
dissolution of th-e R.I.L.U. would be senously constdered. 

But even though there i_s no active desire to ":ind u~ the 
affairs of the R.I.L.V ., there- 1s a good deal of pass1ve. att1tude 

·towards the Profintern. It seems to many mmmumsts that 
altough the question of the Profintern may be an interestil}g ques
tion it is, after all, only of secon~ary 1mp?rtance. Th1s error 
is very dangerous to the c01:nmumst workmg class m~vement. 
The revolutionary Trade Umo1? moyeme~t must have 1ts own 
<:entre. Otherwise the · connectmg hnk 1~ broken between the 
Communist International and the revolutionary workers of all 
s11ades of oviniou. To stren~then the Profintern i~ simult~n
iously to strengthen the Coll}mtern. The C~mmumst Parties, 
when they work for the Profmtern, are workmg for themselvc;s 
and for the Communist International. Therefore in all the1r 
Trade Union work, in their whole policy in t~is sphere. of the 
Trade Union movement, they ~ust always te~~;r m mmd thts most 
important task of the InternatiOnal Commumst movement. The 
R.I.L.U. has already ,;.rown to a considerable force during i!s 
brief period of existel}ce. In. eve:y corner of the world th~re ts 
a fierce struggle ragmg concernmg the p-regram and t!cttcs _of 
the R.I.L.U. It is being especial_ly attacked_ on accou!lt. of 1ts 
close affiliations with the Commumst Internatwnal. Thts 1s why 
the entire energy of the Communist Parties is needed in order to 
deepen an~ broade~ the work directed to the co11quest of the 
Trade Umons and m order to attract them to the world centre 
of the revolutionary Trade Union. movemeQt. This will not split 
the Trade Unions, but unite them. W~ do not propose to .~etach 
individual groups of workers and umte them to tbe Prohnt~rn. 

We propose, and no one can deny our right to propose 
this to attract the Trade Unions to the program and tactics of 
the 'Profintern. What we .want is not to split, not to dismember 
as organizations, not to destroy he Trade. Unions, !>ut. to effect 
the ideological conquest of these. proletanan orgamzahons a!Jd 
t{) unite them around the revolutionary program and revolutio
nary tactics. I feel absolutely c~mvinced th~t the. serious. dL.i
culties confronting the Commumst Internattonal m rela_t10n to 
the Trade Union movement will be overcome. The day w1ll soon 
dawn when all the forms of the working class movement will 
combine into a united whole, and when our glorious communist 
banner will ~"'""" fl""r all the workers' organizations. 

Clark: 
(England) 

Comrades, in speaking on behalf of the British Delega
tion, I have to say that, as far as the general thesis 
that has been presented here is concerned, we. are in com
plete agreement with it. Now, I want to say a few words with 
:regard to the Amsterdam leaders and the British Trade Union 
movement. There seems to be a great misunderstanding regar
ding he position the British Trade union movement occu
pies in relation to the Amsterdam Intemational. We must 
remember that fhe whole of the British Trade Union Move
ment is organized into one British Trade Union ConP"ress, and, 
by virtue of being members of the Trade Union Congress, each 
and all of us organized in the Trade Union movement are affi
liated to Amsterdam. Therefore, every trade unionst and ew•·v 
member of a Trade Union organization in Britain, by virtue of 
being a member of that union, is compelled to be org·anized in 
the Ams-terdam International. 

Now there are great tendencies to be observed in Britain 
that will alter the entire outlook as far as the revolu~ionary 
working class is concerned. For the last four or five years there 
has been a tendency to break down the social and economic 
differences between the unskilled worker and the skilled indus
trial artisan in Britain. The gradual reduction of wages as a 
result of the capitalist offensive has tended more and more to 
bring us down to one common level as far as the British prole
tariat is concerned. 

I should like also to say a word as regards the Shop.. 
Steward movement and the Workers Councils in Britain. Some 
,30 years ago in the British Trade Union movement ·we organized 
a Shop·Steward movement, and following this period of organi
sation we found that, when the war broke out and the officials of 
our trade unions refused t<;~ allow. the machinerty of these unio11s 
io O)Jerate, we had to caH Into bemg our Shop Stewards an.d our 
Workshop Committees. · 

, There has been a great deal of criticism at this Gon~ress 
of the inactivity oi the Shop Steward movement in Britam at 
.thr present lime, but, comrades, let me tell you that at the rresent 
:monrent, as a result of the fact that over ~. per cent o th0$e 
w.ho a.re, oor~lly employed in the great engineering and s)li-pbf.l.il~ 
chng mauslnes are now ulientployed-as a result of that large 

margin of unemployment, aU those who have hitherto formed the 
Workers' Committee movement. are at present not inside but 
oulside the wonkshops altogether. It is impossible to have a 
Workers' Committee when so many members of the working class 
who understand the meaning and the functions of the workers 
C.ommittees are unemployed. But, comrades, we are reorganising 
the forces. We are endeavouring to get them together not only 
mside the workshops, but we are taking, for the first time in the 
history of the British Trade Union movement-we as a revolutio
nary section of thaf movement-are taking our propaganda into 
the unions. 

The observation has been passed here that, although there 
has been a great t-rade union movement in Britain, we as a Com
nruni:st Party are few, and that we have practically no control. 
within the unions. That is <J.Uite true, but there are many things 
that oouM be said in explanahon of it. One of the greatest crimes 
that the revolutionary communist or the old revolutionary demQ. 
crat has committed in the past has been that he has rehtsed -to fake 
the responsibilty of helping to build up the proletarian movement 
in the wori~hop. 1 ime after time, when the call has been made 
for the revolutionary communist to heiJ! to build within the trade 
unions in order to strengthen the fightmg arm of the proletariat, 
he has refused to do it. We have at last learned from the tactics 
oi the Uni!ed Front to go forward. right into the trade unioa · 
movement and endeavour to operate it. As regards the struggle 
of the officia,Js and the revolutionaries within the Britis:h Tta.de 
Union movement, that has not -taken place to any great extent 
up to the present moment. The reason that it has not. ·bee11 
taken, it may be argued is, that we have no power within the Am
sterdam international, that we hove not yet become a force of which, 
the Amsterdam leaders are afraid. I don't want you to have that 
opinion bt:cause within the British -trade union movement there 
are pernaps about 20 % that are s· :nnathetic one way .or .the 
other towards the Communist forces. But hithert-o. we ha;e 
allowed the Amsterdam International to control the w..,ole official 
machinery and it is only when we ooritmence to cltallenge them 
for the official positions that they will treat us a·s dangerous 
et:emies. · · · 

· When it comes to the relationship of the political field tG. 
the great trade union movement on the industriai f:eld, we find 
that the great Labor Party which is after all the actual political 
part of the Great Trade Union movement, has bmught under 
i~s Orfl'anization the local Trades and Labor counc::s in Brita•a. 
rt has. brought them all under the wing of the political party-the· 
La'bor Party the "olitical party of the Trade Union mov~-- ent. U 
has laid down the dictum that none of us who are (.v;nrr.•tnisis, 
or members of the Communist ·Party can ac;t as delegates fo;: 
trade unions to these trades and local councils, becaus~ the Lab •r 
Party refused affiliation to the Communist Party at its la&t 
National Congress. That i·s the beginning of the fight. That is 
where the Amsterdamers are making th-e first attack on the Com· 
munisls of Britairi. We welcome the attack. It will help to 
strengthen our forces a:nd compel all those theoreticans that· we 
have been troubled with in the past to argue their propositions 
around their editorial chairs. It will compel them to clear ">Ut 
and leave the party in Britain a party of action that will respond 
to the call when the time for action has come. 

As regards the present strength of the Red Trade Union 
IR!ernational in Britain, at the present moment we cannot arg•ie 
that there is one large trade union in Britain, that is as yet 
affiliated as a national organization lJ ~e Red Tra·de Union Inter
national. We. have within our ranks 140 bran<:he8 
in the industrial ·belt of Scotland of the various 
trade unions that have affiliated. We have almost 200 of 
the branches of the different unions in the london area affi.Jiatd 
to us. In every industrial belt and coal field the forces <lf the 
Red Trade Union movement are being slowly organized and they 
are gaining a power they have never hitherto obtained in· the 
proletarian movement. 

Let us take the idea, the general conception of the 
tranformation of the leadership. There has been a great deal of 
talk to the effect that, if the leaders were transferred; the mere 
transformation in itself would bring a :Out a revolutionary· party 
in Britain or elsewhere. Yes, as far as the British proletariat 
is concerned, I say it here that in the face of our own tradition 
from the historical aspect we have slowly built up our movement 
within the workshops. For nearly 100 years we have been ;n 
a se.mi-unconscious manner carrymg on this struggle, aQd the 
working class movement in Britain, though it does net openlr 
declare for the class struf!l!'le, is at its very heart, .at its very cote, 
an organizatiou for carrying on the class war. ·-
- Yes,. I say on behalf ~~the British sectio:ll that th~r~:-1-a 
great hope,i·n tbe futw:e fox .the Red Trade Unio.n Internatio~)l 
within tlie British Trade Union· tnovement. · 
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Lansing: 
{Ameriuz) 

Comndes, after ._Comxade Lozovsky Ita& dealt w~th ~e 
la:bor union questiom in suck a thorough manner, the.re are on'Y 
a few points as regards the tasks ol tbe Commun~ts m _th~ trade 

· unions in America, that I want to touch. upon, m speaking on 
behalf of the American Delegation. In America, as you perhaps 
know ,despite the higly developed state of capitabsm a~d the 
militaitt traditions of the workers, we have a very reacbonary, · 
a very backward labor movement. The leadership of these unions 
bas ren1ained in practically uncontested contr?l fo~ years.. '!he 
policy ot class collaboration• has become an mgramed prmetple 
with them.. 1 he unions have been developed into close corpora
tions mainly concerned about job control, having little or 
practically no •. interest in organ!sing the t;tnskill~d and semi
sktlled workers which are dJStnbuted mamly m the basic · 
industries. · 

Of course they -have also advanced slogans of neutr~ty 
of labor unions in political issues, and ~dy~ted that th!! UntOf!S 
oonfine theni:selves to purely t~ade unton a1m:s. Des .. pde tileu 
reactionary character these untons have not been spared the 
capitalist of:ensive in the Unit'ed States. On the other hand they 
became· the center of violent attack with the avowed object of 
their complete destruct!oiL . They have .s~Hered both ~ loss of 
membership and detenorabon of cond1bons once gamed. The 
orgamzed labor movement has now dwindled ~o less tban lour 
million organized workers out of a total population of 110,000.000 -
of whom at least 36,000,000 are wage earners. 

The unions suffered defeat upon defeat. ln the Spring of 
this year a marked change took place; then, the workers actual~y 
~gan to resist the capitalist o~fensive, a~ even forood thetr 
reactionary leaders to come out m open resiStance. 

Much has been demonstrated in the last strikes of miners 
and railroad men. These struggles furnish extremely val~ble 
lessons for the American Communist Party. The str1kes 
~nstrated very clearly that the masses of wol"kers ~sessed 
the will to fight and that their t~endous latent energieS can 
be utilised if given proper leadez:gh1p. It furthermore ~n
strated 1hat the treason oi the reactionary bureaucrats m robbing 
the workers of the fruit-s of their victory, - they had actu~lly 
won a -strike-can now be ta'ken advantage of by the Commwusts 
to help unify the militants in an i~l~gical struggle for better 
leadership and ·better forms of orgamzahon. It also. demonstra~ed 
how the capitalists of the Umted. Sta1es ~vernment 'Are f?emg 
forced 1o take an even more active part· m even the ordma.ry 
Mldll'Strial conflicts. The government wa& compelled to cast off 1ts 
mask of hypocri-sy, and today thousands of workers have become 
disillusioned as to its democratic pretences. · 

The injunction which was issued against the rallro1d 
workers, actually prohibitin~ pal1icipation in any kind o~ strike 
activity has tended a,great deal to sbo~ the workers thetr cl~ss 
position in society. Many labor un10ns and central bod1es 
Ciernanded a general strike, which would mean a strike against 
1he govern10011t. But this was rejected by the Executive Council 
of the A. F. of L Also the sentiment for independent political 
action of the worki·ng class is growing vloithin the labor unions. 
the policy of Gompers -of !~~arding, yo~ fri~nds and puttis~!ng 
:tour enemies has been deftmtely repudiated m many locahties. 

These rapidlr. developing objec.tive conditions. furnish :fbe 
basis and possibilities for the creatton of a br?ad left ~ng 
snovement. It also demonstrates· to us the necesslly of creahng 
$Uch a movement, and even that such a moveme!lt will come jnto 
being; regardless of whether we take a leadmg part or not, 
:regardless of whether it can be controlled by Co'rrnnunists or not. 

This eontrol, is in many respect-s being looked upon by a 
· majority of our ,membership as a purely mechanical process but, as 

Comrade Lozovsky pointed out, it should not be so. He says we 
should not have merely mechanical control, but we should strive . 
for an i-deal control. Such an ideal control can be attained by 
the American Communist Party if it understands the necessity 
of puttting its whole energy into the developm~~t of this broad 
tefi wjng movement. The best way of developmg such •a left 
wing movement, or I woul-d rather say, that the absoluteiy 
indispensable conditions for such a left wing mov~ent is the 
conscious development of the open legal party wh1ch has been 
creaied. It must become a real party. · A party that is capable 
of guiding the masses, thal will stand out as a real defender ··f 
working clas·s interests. It must become more than just an 
instrument for certain purposes. We must create a party which 
Will be able 1o rally to our banner -the best elements in the unions.· 

I -· 

Thus we must develop these parallel movements, politically 
and industrially, which in the future will carry on the- fight for 
Communism against the strongest imperia-list force on the face 
of the earth. 

The left wing ~ovement is now becoming established. :n 
the United States, it is :111akin~ Hs influence felt throughout the 
unions. Of course Yc;>U can readily understand t)lat iii America 
we hav.e had to adopt slogans of the most elementary nature. 
These slogans of unification of labor's forces based on beHer 
forms of organization and beiter methods ·of struggle, this part 
of the program .of 1h~ left wing movement has been endorsed 
today by eleven State· federations aszemb!~d in convention, and 
bv two international unions, by thous.:inds of local unions.. and 
many central labor bodies. The ideolo~ical sh uggle against 
Gompers and his reactionary policies is develooin~ rapidly. 

Of course we can readily· anticipate that a·s it gains in 
power and becomes more and more influential, the Gompers 
crowd will adopt the same policies that have been adopted by 
the Amsterdam crowd, the policy of expulsions. We must look 
ior it in the future. Communists and militants in general will 
be expelled for revolutionary activities, but whenever we adopt 
any counter measures against these explusions, those measures 
must correspond with conditions prevai-ling in each particular 
COlffitry. , Before adopting any definite counter measures we 
shoul-d make a very careful survey of these conditions. 

In making such survey we find that in America the struggle 
of the communists against the bureaucrat is in its first stage of 
development and the methods of expulsions lor revolutionary 
activities have. not as yet been· adopted as a definite policy. 
Therefore when communists. or militanfs are expelled for such 
activities, they should refuse to recognise the validity of these 
expulsions. They should call upon the militants within the unions 
to remain there and to carrx on the struggle for their reinstat
ement, and in that fi~hf utilise all the means afforded by the 
constitution of the umon. When members or local. unions are 
expelled they mu-st of course maintain the closest possible con
tact with the militants within the ·unions, and they must not, 
as ~ld be a ~d tactic. if! other countries, join in:dependent 
revolutionary un1ons. That m 1tself wolllld prevent carrymg on the 
struv~le for reinstatemen-t. As conditions Change in America we 
mav.have to adopt new methods. 

In some European countries the independent revolutionary 
unions. have. become a solution in the struggle atrainst expulsion. 
In America they are yet a problem. The -Amencan trade union 
movement has been cursed with a spirit of sece;ssionism which 
has brought about a withdrawal of many of tile ·best, most active 
and most revolutionary forces from the ·labor unions. They have 
established themselves on the outside on the principle of creating 
ideal unions but as experience. has taught us, they were not able 
to rally the masses, not even in the unol"ganized industries. Today 
we find an drj!!'anization like the I.W.W .. which i-n tile ---st, 
everyone is wiJhng to admit1 has inspired the American working· 
class to more militant -me:tnods of struggle, has now come 
under ' the control of anarcho-syndioaJists, assumin~ · the 
attitude of open hostillity io Soviet Russia, and even carrymg on · 
pronao-anda that borders on counter revolution. · 

We have a number of independent unions more or less 
revo'lutionary. It should be one of the most vital problems for 
the American Communist- Party to find a satisfactorv combination 
of all revolutionary forces and make the most -effective use of the 
militants who are now in the independent unions, in organi-za
tions where ·larger masses can be reached. At the first Congress 
of 1he Profintern a program wa-s outlined which has been adopted 
by our party. A program of ~nificati?n of _la~?<>r fore~ io the 
end that there be only one umted umon w1thm each 1ndustry. 
This i-s the program we now have to car:ry out in actual practice. 
So far. a beginning has been made. 

The sloo-ans of unity must be carried· to the i_merican 
uniol,lS, .including the independ~t revolutionary unions. T~ey 
mu~t state publicly 1hat they des1re to ree!lter the mass o.rgamza
iion. They should make a stron~ campa1g>n for reen.1enng. All 
the militants within the mass umons should ~rry on the same 
k!nd of struggle for the readmission o~ these unio~ o~ the basis 
of unity of labor's forces. I. feel confident. that th~s a1m can. be 
attained if we only reco~mse the necessity for tt. The thmg 
is to be don·e is for the leading spiryts in th~ left wit~ 
movement and tilese inde~ndent revolutionary umons ~ho m 
boih insta•nces are commumsts, to ~ togeth!!r and co~stder. all 
the practical measures to be taken .Ill carrymg out th1s policy. • 

In ronclud:ing I just want _to poinl out that the role of 
the labor unions in the economic struggle against capitalism seems 
to be more appreciated by our enemies the capitalists, and 
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reactionary labor leaders, than by ourselves. We have not yet 
fully recogn:sed the necessity of communists and militants in 
general, working wiihin the mass labor o~anizations. It seems 
as if we are aL_id of becoming contamJ•nated, and of losing 
our identity as communists, if we become 11 too much" involved 
in un:vn a.::ivities. 

In carrying out this policy which has been defin1ely laid 
down by the Comintern, of working within the unions by 

esta':J:: _hing our nuclei, we must realise that we are not doing 
so merely for the purpose of making them a recruiting ~round 
for our party. We are doing it for the purpose of participating 
with the workers in their daily struggles, and developing these 
sli U!JII1les for the economic needs of 1he masses into a gene:·al 
revoiutionary struggle againet capitalism, and transforming the 
presc11t trade unions into revolutionary instruments of the 
stru~YJ{Ie for communism. 

Printed by friedrichsta<.lt-Druckerei G. m. J b, Ji., Berlin ~W. 48 
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